
AGENDA 

REGULAR SESSION 

HIGHLAND CITY COUNCIL 

CITY HALL, 1115 BROADWAY 

MONDAY, MARCH 2, 2020 

7:00 PM 
 

CALL TO ORDER / ROLL CALL / PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: 

 

MINUTES: 

MOTION – Approve Minutes of February 18, 2020 Regular Session (attached) 

 

PROCLAMATION: 

Mayor Michaelis will read a document proclaiming the week of March 8-14, 2020 as Girl Scout Week. 

 

PUBLIC FORUM: 

A. Citizens’ Requests and Comments: 

1. Make-A-Wish Hot Chocolate Walk, Square Use Request – Sue Messerli, Local Organizer 

(attached) 

 

 

 

 

B. Requests of Council: 

 

C. Staff Reports: 

 

NEW BUSINESS: 

A. Discussion – Golf Carts on City Streets (attached) 

 

B. MOTION – Bill #20-29/ORDINANCE Declaring Personal Property of the City Surplus and  

      Authorizing Its Sale and/or Disposal, Specifically, Electric  

      Department Equipment, Including Itron Electric Meters and  

      Assorted Electrical Construction Hardware (attached) 

 

C. MOTION – Bill #20-30/RESOLUTION Approving and Authorizing Execution of a Proposal for   

      Professional Architectural Services with FGM Architects, Inc. for  

      a New Outdoor Swimming Pool (attached) 

 

D. MOTION – Bill #20-31/RESOLUTION Approving and Authorizing the Execution of Project  

      Authorization Number One with FGM Architects, Inc., for  

      Feasibility and Planning for a New Outdoor Aquatic Center  

      (attached) 

 

E. MOTION – Bill #20-32/RESOLUTION Approving and Authorizing Execution of a Proposal for Civil  

      Design Engineering Services with Curry & Associates Engineers,  

      Inc. for the Public Safety Building (attached) 

 
 

Continued 

Anyone wishing to address the Council on any subject may do so at this time.  

Please come forward to the microphone. 
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F. MOTION – Bill #20-33/RESOLUTION Waiving Normal & Customary Bidding Procedures and  

      Authorizing Execution of an Agreement with Fidelity Cablevision,  

      LLC, for Minerva Licenses and Technical Support as a Sole  

      Source Purchase (attached) 

 

G. MOTION – Bill #20-34/RESOLUTION Waiving Normal & Customary Bidding Procedures and  

      Authorizing Execution of a Contract with J. F. Electric for  

      Construction of Fiber System (attached) 

 

H. MOTION – Award Bid #PW-17-19 for Construction of the Illinois 160 Shared Use Path Project  

      (attached) 

 

I. MOTION – Award Bid #BZ-01-20 for Demolition of Structures at 1213 13th Street (attached) 

 

REPORTS: 

A. MOTION – Approve Warrant #1158 (attached) 

 

EXECUTIVE SESSION: 

 The City Council may conduct an Executive Session pursuant to the Illinois Open Meetings Act, citing 

the following OMA exemption, or any other they deem necessary, allowing the meeting:  5 ILCS 120/2(c)(21) 

to discuss the approval of executive session minutes. 

 

NEW BUSINESS (Continued): 

J. MOTION – Approve Minutes of February 18, 2020 Executive Session 

 

ADJOURNMENT: 

 

 

 

Anyone requiring accommodations, provided for in the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA), to attend this public meeting, please contact Dylan 

Stock, ADA Coordinator, by 2:00 PM on Monday, March 2, 2020. 
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City of Highland 
Police Department  

Christopher J. Conrad, Chief of Police 

 

To:  Honorable Mayor Michaelis, City Council and City Manager Latham 

 

From:  Chief Conrad  

 

Date: February 27, 2020 

 

Re:  Discussion on neighborhood vehicles 

 

 
 

I took a citizen request to have a discussion on neighborhood vehicles placed on a council agenda. 

Neighborhood vehicles or low speed vehicles are governed by Title 49 CFR 571.500, Title 49 CFR 

571.205 and in Illinois by 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1. In order to lawfully allow neighborhood or low 

speed vehicles on City of Highland streets it would also require the passage of a local ordinance.  

 

For your review I have included the statutes, a couple of local ordinances that have been passed in 

Illinois so you can see what kinds of regulation are required, and an inspection checklist that shows 

what exactly makes a low speed vehicle legal.  

 

Low speed or neighborhood vehicles generally speaking have many of the safety features of standard 

vehicles, less than 1200 cc’s of displacement and travel at less than 25 miles peer hour. They are not 

allowed to be operated on state highways or controlled access roadways, roadways with a speed limit 

of 35 mph or more, or on streets controlled by government entities that have not specifically 

authorized their use. 

 

The passage would require that we setup and manage a registration process and database, likely 

through the police department. We would also have to designate crossing points for certain roadways 

that are either state or US highways and roads with speed limits 35 MPH or more. Some 

communities have limited their use to daylight hours only. In addition to Pontiac and Mascoutah 

whose ordinances are included, other communities in the area that have allowed them are Breese and 

Salem, Illinois. In doing online research for this discussion, it appears that both have made 

modifications to their ordinances over time regarding vehicles allowed, streets for operation, hours 

of operation and safety requirements.  

 

Because of the statutory limitations, it would be difficult to craft an ordinance that would allow for 

widespread use of low speed vehicles outside of the original section of town because of the location 

of our state highways and the 35 mph speed limit on east Broadway and the bypasses. 

 

If the council desires further research, I would suggest that staff meet with both Breese and Salem 

officials to discuss benefits, issues and concerns they have found with their programs which have 

been in existence for several years. Determining what issues they have experienced would be helpful 

in providing an opinion on the impact on public safety, which is one of the considerations identified 

in the statute.      
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City of Mascoutah Approves Non-Highway Vehicles
Below are the Non-Highway Vehicle Regulations that were adopted by the City Council on Monday,
November 4, 2019. 

**Please Note:  We are not taking permit applications at this time.  Please watch our website
and Facebook page for more details.**

CHAPTER 24 - MOTOR VEHICLE CODE,

ARTICLE VIII – NON-HIGHWAY VEHICLE REGULATIONS

24-8-1 DEFINITIONS:

COUNTY ROADS: Any highway or road under the jurisdiction of St. Clair County, Illinois,

GOLF CART: A vehicle specifically designed and intended for the purposes of transporting one or
more persons and their golf clubs or maintenance equipment while engaged in the playing of golf,
supervising the play of golf, or maintaining the condition of the grounds on a public or private golf
course, as defined under 625 ILCS 5/1‐123.9, except equipment such as lawnmowers and tractors.

NEIGHBORHOOD VEHICLE: A self‐propelled, electronically powered four (4) wheeled vehicle; or a
self-propelled, gasoline powered, four (4) wheel vehicle with an engine displacement under one
thousand two hundred (1,200) cubic centimeters; which is capable of attaining in one mile a speed
of more than twenty (20) miles per hour, but not more than twenty five (25) miles per hour, and
which conforms to federal regulations under title 49 CFR part 571.500, except equipment such as
lawnmowers and tractors.

RECREATIONAL OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE: Any motorized off-highway device designed to travel
primarily off-highway, 64 inches or less in width, having a manufacturer's dry weight of 2,000
pounds or less, traveling on 4 or more non-highway tires, designed with a non-straddle seat and a
steering wheel for steering control, except equipment such as lawnmowers and tractors, as defined
under 625 ILCS 5/1-168.8.

STATE ROADS: Any highway or road under the jurisdiction of the State of Illinois, including IL Rt 4
(Jefferson Street), IL Rt 161, I-64, IL 177 (Main St), CO HWY. 93 (Sixth St.), and N County, Rd.

CITY STREETS: Any street within the corporate limits of the City of Mascoutah, excluding State
Roads and County Roads.

24-8‐2: OPERATION ON STREETS:

https://www.mascoutah.org/
https://www.mascoutah.org/
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A. It shall be lawful for a qualified person to operate a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or
recreational off-highway vehicle on designated streets within the City, subject to the provisions of
this Article.

B. It shall be unlawful for any person to operate a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational
off-highway vehicle on any street in the City, unless:

1. The driver is at least eighteen (18) years of age and has a valid driver's license,

2. The vehicle is properly titled with the Illinois Secretary of State, if required,

3. Has the minimum required liability insurance as set out in 625 ILCS 5/7‐601 et seq., and
maintains proof of said insurance specifically for the golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational
off-highway vehicle to be operated on City streets within the permitted vehicle,

4. Has been properly registered with the City of Mascoutah and must display such registration as
required in section 24-8-3 of this Article, and

5. Has the following required, operable equipment:

a. Brakes,

b. Steering wheel apparatus,

c. Tires,

d. An interior rearview mirror,

e. Red reflectorized warning devices in the rear, Orange/Yellow in the front.

f. A slow moving emblem on the rear of the vehicle,

g. A headlight that emits a white light visible from a distance of five hundred feet (500') to the front,
illuminated at all times when operated on City streets,

h. A tail lamp that emits a red light visible from at least one hundred feet (100') from the rear,
illuminated at all times when operated on City streets,

i. At least two (2) brake lights which emit a red light visible from a distance of one hundred feet
(100’) from the rear,

j. Turn signals mounted to the front and rear of the vehicle,

k. Seatbelts for each seat,

l. Windshield, and

m. Horn.

C. All persons eligible to operate a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway
vehicle on designated streets of the City must comply with the following requirements:

1. Must not exceed the posted speed limit.

2. Shall only be operated from 6:00 am until 10:00 pm daily.
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3. Shall not be operated in inclement weather, nor when visibility is impaired by weather, smoke, fog
or other conditions, or at any time when there is insufficient light to clearly see persons and vehicles
on the roadway at a distance of five hundred feet (500’).

4. Each driver and passenger of a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway
vehicle shall wear a properly fastened and adjusted seat safety belt. Children must be secured in a
child restraint system as required pursuant to the Child Passenger Protection Act.

5. A person who drives or is in actual physical control of a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or
recreational off-highway vehicle on a roadway while under the influence of alcohol or drugs is
subject to 625 ILCS 5/11-500 through 11‐502.

6. A golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle may not be operated on
sidewalks, trails, the Berm Trail, or other public property not accessible to or authorized to vehicular
traffic.

7. A golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle may not be operated on
streets, highways and roads under the jurisdiction of the Illinois Department of Transportation
(Illinois Routes 4, 161, 177 and I-64).

8. A golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle may not be operated on or
cross over City streets with a posted speed limit in excess of thirty-five (35) miles per hour.

9. A golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle operated in city parks will
adhere to the rules and regulations of the Code of Ordinances of Mascoutah, Chapter 31 –
Recreation and Parks.

10. Nothing in this Article shall permit the use of all‐terrain vehicles, as defined under 625 ILCS 5/1-
101.8, off highway motorcycles, as defined under 625 ILCS 5/1-153.1, lawnmowers, tractors, and
any other vehicle which is not described within the foregoing definitions of "GOLF CART,"
"NEIGHBORHOOD VEHICLE,” or “RECREATIONAL OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE.”

24-8‐3: REGISTRATION OF NEIGHBORHOOD VEHICLES:

A. A permit shall be issued within seven (7) days upon the approval of an application from an owner
of a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle to operate upon the streets
and roadways within the jurisdiction of the City of Mascoutah, except where expressly prohibited.

B. Any person requesting a permit shall submit an application to the City of Mascoutah on a form
supplied by the City which shall contain, at a minimum, the following:

1. A complete application on the form designated by the City,

2. A copy of a valid Illinois driver’s license for the applicant,

3. Proof of valid insurance information, which meets the requirements of 625 ILCS 5/7‐601 et seq.,
specifically for the golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle to be
operated on City streets,

4. Signed & notarized waiver of liability by applicant of the vehicle releasing the City from any and
all future claims resulting from the operation of their golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational
off-highway vehicle pursuant to this Article or any other ordinance of the City of Mascoutah on a
form designated by the City, and
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5. Obtain a physical inspection from the City of Mascoutah Police Department to ensure that the
vehicle is safe to operate on City streets and is in compliance with the requirements of this Article.
Proof of a passing inspection shall be required for issuance of a permit.

6. Upon issuance, said permit shall be displayed on the front windshield of the vehicle as may be
administratively required by the City.

C. Inspection Fee: $25 payable to the City of Mascoutah. Inspections shall be conducted on
Wednesdays between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., excluding holidays, or by appointment.

D. Fee: An annual registration and permit fee of fifty dollars ($50.00) for residents inside City limits
and one hundred dollars ($100.00) for all applicants outside City limits. The fee shall be submitted
at the time of the application for the permit, and subject to renewal thereafter.

E. Permit Renewal: A permit shall be valid from May 1st to April 30th and may be renewed upon
application of the owner, in compliance with subsection B of this section. Renewal permit fees:

Fifty dollars ($50.00) for residents inside City limits

One hundred dollars ($100.00) for all applicants outside City limits.

F. Transferability: A permit is nontransferable.

G. Change of Contact Information: It shall be the duty of the permit holder to inform the Mascoutah
Police Department of any change of address, phone number, or insurance coverage, within ten (10)
business days of such change.

H. Denial of Permit: A permit may be denied for any of the following reasons:

1. The vehicle is not properly titled with the Illinois secretary of state, if required,

2. The insurance information for the vehicle cannot be verified,

3. The registered owner does not have a valid driver's license,

4. The owner has provided any false information in their application,

5. The vehicle does not conform to the requirements of this Article,

6. The applicant or a permitted operator had two or more convictions for violation of this Article
within the preceding year; or

7. A permit issued to another individual for the same vehicle is under suspension.

I. False Information: It shall be unlawful for anyone to provide false information in the application for
a permit to operate a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle.

24-8-4: OPERATION OF golf carts, neighborhood vehicles, or recreational off-highway vehicles ON
CERTAIN STREETS AND ROADS:

A. Prohibited Streets: Except as expressly authorized in this section, it shall be unlawful for any
person to operate a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle as follows:

1. Any street which has a posted speed limit of greater than thirty-five (35) miles per hour.
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2. On the following roadways except to make a direct crossing of the prohibited roadway at an
intersection:

IL Rt 4 (Jefferson Street),

IL Rt 161,

IL 177 (Main St),

CO HWY. 93 (Sixth St.),

N County, Rd

3. Direct crossings of prohibited roadways shall be made as follows:

a. The crossing shall be made at an angle of approximately 90 degrees to the direction of the
prohibited roadway and at a place where no obstruction prevents a quick and safe crossing;

b. The golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle shall be brought to a
complete stop before attempting a crossing;

c. The operator of the golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle shall yield
the right of way to all pedestrian and vehicular traffic; and

d. That the crossing shall be made only at an intersection of the prohibited roadway with a City
street.

24-8-5: OBEDIENCE OF VEHICLE CODE:

A. Every operator of a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle shall obey
all sections of 625 ILCS 5/1‐100 et seq., the Illinois Vehicle Code, and all provisions of this Article.

B. The City may suspend or revoke a permit granted hereunder upon a finding that the holder
thereof has violated any of the provisions of this Article or if there is evidence that the permit holder
cannot safely operate the golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle on the
designated roadways.

C. Every person operating a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway vehicle
pursuant to permit hereunder on designated City streets has all the rights and duties applicable to a
driver of any other vehicle pursuant to the state highway traffic laws and regulations except when
those provisions cannot reasonably be applied to golf carts, neighborhood vehicles, or recreational
off-highway vehicles.

24-8-6: PENALTIES:

A. A violation of this Article shall be punishable by a minimum fine of not less than seventy-five
dollars ($75.00) nor more than seven hundred fifty dollars ($750.00).

B. A second conviction for a violation of this Article within one year of the date of a prior conviction
shall result in suspension of permit, to be reinstated only by the City Manager.

C. Upon conviction of operating a golf cart, neighborhood vehicle, or recreational off-highway
vehicle on a State or County road, other than crossing at the designated locations, shall result in a
fine no less than two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) and the suspension of permit for one year.
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Chief Jim Woolford Pontiac Police Department
Major Dan Davis  Pontiac Il.  61764

Check Here

4 Wheels

Owner's Name________________________________

Headlamps

Front and rear turn signal lamps

Tail lamps

Stop lamps

Serial Number_____________________________________

Reflectors: One Red on each side as far to rear as possible

Refector: One Red on the rear

Exterior mirror mounted on driver's side

Mirror mounted on driver's side or an interior bar mirror

Parking Brake

Windshield bearing manufacturer's marking of AS-1 or AS-4

Seatbelts installed at all seating positions

Insurance proof

Slow moving vehicle emblem

Brakes

Steering Apparatus

The owner is responsible to certify that the vehicle meets all other conditions such as

compliance with roadway tests, engine displacement,

                         TX:815-844-5148  FAX:815-844-6457

GOLF CART INSPECTION CHECKLIST
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Illinois Compiled Statutes

 ILCS Listing   Public Acts  Search   Guide   Disclaimer

Information maintained by the Legislative Reference Bureau
Updating the database of the Illinois Compiled Statutes (ILCS) is an ongoing
process. Recent laws may not yet be included in the ILCS database, but they are
found on this site as Public Acts soon after they become law. For information
concerning the relationship between statutes and Public Acts, refer to the Guide.

Because the statute database is maintained primarily for legislative drafting
purposes, statutory changes are sometimes included in the statute database before
they take effect. If the source note at the end of a Section of the statutes includes a
Public Act that has not yet taken effect, the version of the law that is currently in
effect may have already been removed from the database and you should refer to
that Public Act to see the changes made to the current law.

    (625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1) 
    Sec. 11-1426.1. Operation of non-highway vehicles on
streets, roads, and highways.
    (a) As used in this Section, "non-highway vehicle" means a
motor vehicle not specifically designed to be used on a public
highway, including:
        (1) an all-terrain vehicle, as defined by Section
    1-101.8 of this Code;
        (2) a golf cart, as defined by Section 1-123.9;
        (3) an off-highway motorcycle, as defined by Section
    1-153.1; and
        (4) a recreational off-highway vehicle, as defined by
    Section 1-168.8.
    (b) Except as otherwise provided in this Section, it is
unlawful for any person to drive or operate a non-highway
vehicle upon any street, highway, or roadway in this State. If
the operation of a non-highway vehicle is authorized under
subsection (d), the non-highway vehicle may be operated only on
streets where the posted speed limit is 35 miles per hour or
less. This subsection (b) does not prohibit a non-highway
vehicle from crossing a road or street at an intersection where
the road or street has a posted speed limit of more than 35
miles per hour.
    (b-5) A person may not operate a non-highway vehicle upon
any street, highway, or roadway in this State unless he or she
has a valid driver's license issued in his or her name by the
Secretary of State or by a foreign jurisdiction.
    (c) No person operating a non-highway vehicle shall make a
direct crossing upon or across any tollroad, interstate highway,
or controlled access highway in this State. No person operating
a non-highway vehicle shall make a direct crossing upon or
across any other highway under the jurisdiction of the State
except at an intersection of the highway with another public
street, road, or highway. 
    (c-5) (Blank).
    (d) A municipality, township, county, or other unit of local
government may authorize, by ordinance or resolution, the
operation of non-highway vehicles on roadways under its
jurisdiction if the unit of local government determines that the
public safety will not be jeopardized. The Department may
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authorize the operation of non-highway vehicles on the roadways
under its jurisdiction if the Department determines that the
public safety will not be jeopardized. The unit of local
government or the Department may restrict the types of non-
highway vehicles that are authorized to be used on its streets.
    Before permitting the operation of non-highway vehicles on
its roadways, a municipality, township, county, other unit of
local government, or the Department must consider the volume,
speed, and character of traffic on the roadway and determine
whether non-highway vehicles may safely travel on or cross the
roadway. Upon determining that non-highway vehicles may safely
operate on a roadway and the adoption of an ordinance or
resolution by a municipality, township, county, or other unit of
local government, or authorization by the Department,
appropriate signs shall be posted.
    If a roadway is under the jurisdiction of more than one unit
of government, non-highway vehicles may not be operated on the
roadway unless each unit of government agrees and takes action
as provided in this subsection.
    (e) No non-highway vehicle may be operated on a roadway
unless, at a minimum, it has the following: brakes, a steering
apparatus, tires, a rearview mirror, red reflectorized warning
devices in the front and rear, a slow moving emblem (as required
of other vehicles in Section 12-709 of this Code) on the rear of
the non-highway vehicle, a headlight that emits a white light
visible from a distance of 500 feet to the front, a tail lamp
that emits a red light visible from at least 100 feet from the
rear, brake lights, and turn signals. When operated on a
roadway, a non-highway vehicle shall have its headlight and tail
lamps lighted as required by Section 12-201 of this Code.
    (f) A person who drives or is in actual physical control of
a non-highway vehicle on a roadway while under the influence is
subject to Sections 11-500 through 11-502 of this Code.
    (g) Any person who operates a non-highway vehicle on a
street, highway, or roadway shall be subject to the mandatory
insurance requirements under Article VI of Chapter 7 of this
Code. 
    (h) It shall not be unlawful for any person to drive or
operate a non-highway vehicle, as defined in paragraphs (1) and
(4) of subsection (a) of this Section, on a county roadway or
township roadway for the purpose of conducting farming
operations to and from the home, farm, farm buildings, and any
adjacent or nearby farm land.
    Non-highway vehicles, as used in this subsection (h), shall
not be subject to subsections (e) and (g) of this Section.
However, if the non-highway vehicle, as used in this Section, is
not covered under a motor vehicle insurance policy pursuant to
subsection (g) of this Section, the vehicle must be covered
under a farm, home, or non-highway vehicle insurance policy
issued with coverage amounts no less than the minimum amounts
set for bodily injury or death and for destruction of property
under Section 7-203 of this Code. Non-highway vehicles operated
on a county or township roadway at any time between one-half
hour before sunset and one-half hour after sunrise must be
equipped with head lamps and tail lamps, and the head lamps and
tail lamps must be lighted.
    Non-highway vehicles, as used in this subsection (h), shall
not make a direct crossing upon or across any tollroad,
interstate highway, or controlled access highway in this State. 
    Non-highway vehicles, as used in this subsection (h), shall
be allowed to cross a State highway, municipal street, county
highway, or road district highway if the operator of the non-
highway vehicle makes a direct crossing provided:
        (1) the crossing is made at an angle of approximately
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    90 degrees to the direction of the street, road or highway
and at a place where no obstruction prevents a quick and
safe crossing;

        (2) the non-highway vehicle is brought to a complete
    stop before attempting a crossing;
        (3) the operator of the non-highway vehicle yields

    the right of way to all pedestrian and vehicular traffic
which constitutes a hazard; and

        (4) that when crossing a divided highway, the

    crossing is made only at an intersection of the highway
with another public street, road, or highway.

    (i) No action taken by a unit of local government under this
Section designates the operation of a non-highway vehicle as an
intended or permitted use of property with respect to Section 3-
102 of the Local Governmental and Governmental Employees Tort
Immunity Act. 
(Source: P.A. 97-144, eff. 7-14-11; 98-567, eff. 1-1-14.)
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STATE OF ILLINOIS : 
    : 
LIVINGSTON COUNTY : SS. 
    : 
CITY OF PONTIAC  : 
 

ORDINANCE NO. 2010-O-015 
 

 
ORDINANCE AMENDING ARTICLE V OF CHAPTER 21 OF THE CODE OF 

ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF PONTIAC, LIVINGSTON COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

 

 WHEREAS, the City of Pontiac has heretofore adopted Ordinance No. 2008-O-

024  which amended Chapter 21 of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Pontiac by 

adding thereto a new Article V entitled “Neighborhood Electric Vehicles”, which 

authorized the use of neighborhood electric vehicles in the City of Pontiac in 

accordance with the terms of said Article V, and  

 WHEREAS, thereafter the City of Pontiac adopted Ordinance No. 2009-O-015 to 

amend said Article V entitled “Neighborhood Electric Vehicles” to add provisions 

permitting the operation of properly equipped golf carts as defined therein on roadways 

under the jurisdiction of the City, subject to restrictions and limitations imposed by 

statute and said Ordinance, and 

 WHEREAS, due to an amendment to the applicable state statutes, what was 

previously referred to as “Neighborhood Electric Vehicles” are now generally referred to 

as “Low Speed Vehicles” and are regulated by the State of Illinois and permitted on 

public roads unless prohibited by local ordinance under the provisions of 625 ILCS 5/11-

1426.2, and  

 WHEREAS, the City of Pontiac does not intend to prohibit the use of Low Speed 

Vehicles on City streets, and accordingly, the City of Pontiac ordinance provisions 

regulating Neighborhood Electric Vehicles/Low Speed Vehicles is no longer required 

and should be repealed, and  



 WHEREAS, 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1 prohibits the operation of “Non-Highway 

Vehicles” on streets, highways and roadways in the state, but also authorizes 

municipalities to by ordinance permit the operation of such Non-Highway Vehicles on 

roadways under their jurisdiction and to regulate the use thereof if so permitted, and  

 WHEREAS, pursuant to Ordinance No. 2009-O-015 the City of Pontiac did 

provide for properly equipped golf carts as defined therein on roadways under the 

jurisdiction of the City, subject to restrictions and limitations imposed by statute and said 

Ordinance and did amend Article V entitled “Neighborhood Electric Vehicles”, 

accordingly, and   

 WHEREAS, as required by 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1, the City Council has 

considered the volume, speed, and character of traffic on roadways under the 

jurisdiction of the City having a posted speed limit of 35 miles per hour or less and has 

determined that the public safety will not be jeopardized by the operation of properly 

equipped golf carts on said roadways in accordance with said statute and this 

Ordinance, but that other Non-Highway Vehicles referred to in said 625 ILCS 5/11-

1426.1, namely all-terrain vehicles and off-highway motorcycles, should not be 

permitted to be operated on said roadways, and 

 WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that it is in the public interest to 

allow the operation of properly equipped golf carts on roadways under the jurisdiction of 

the City having a posted speed limit of 35 miles per hour or less in accordance with said 

statute and this Ordinance, and that Article V of Chapter 21 of the Code of Ordinances 

of the City of Pontiac should be amended in its entirety as hereinafter provided. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Pontiac, 

Livingston County, Illinois as follows: 

 Section 1. That Chapter 21 of the Code of Ordinances of the City of Pontiac, 

Illinois, shall be, and the same is hereby, amended by amending in its entirety Article V 

formerly entitled “Neighborhood Electric Vehicles” to be entitled “Properly Equipped 

Neighborhood Golf Carts” to read and provide as follows: 



 ARTICLE V.  Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Carts. 
Sec. 21-90. Definition of Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Cart. 

 
As used in this article, the term Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf 
Cart shall have the definition as currently set forth in Section 11-1426.1 of 
the Illinois Vehicle Code, 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1, and shall be equipped 
with all safety systems and equipment as required by said statute, 
together with seatbelts and windshield.  To be operated on a roadway in 
the City, a golf cart must have at a minimum brakes, a steering apparatus, 
tires, a rearview mirror, red reflectorized warning devices in the front and 
rear, a slow moving emblem on the rear of the golf cart, a headlight that 
emits a white light visible from a distance of 500 feet to the front, a tail 
lamp that emits a red light visible at least 100 feet from the rear, brake 
lights, turn signals, a windshield and seat belts.  

 
Sec. 21-91.  Operation of  Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf 
Carts. 

 
Subject to the requirements of Sections 11-1426.1 of the Illinois Vehicle 
Code, 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1, which are hereby adopted by the City only 
as to Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Carts as defined in this 
article, and any other requirements imposed by this article, drivers 
properly licensed to operate motor vehicles on the roadways of the City 
shall be authorized to operate Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf 
Carts on the roadways of the City having a posted speed limit of 35 miles 
per hour or less.  A Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Cart shall be 
permitted to cross a State highway only at an intersection controlled by a 
traffic light or a 4-way stop sign and where the State highway has a speed 
limit of 35 miles per hour or less at the place of crossing.  Other than 
Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Carts which may be operated on 
the roadways of the City in accordance with this article, no Non-Highway 
Vehicles as defined in said Section 11-1426.1 shall be permitted to be 
operated on the roadways of the City. 

 
Sec. 21-92.  Annual Registration of  Properly Equipped 
Neighborhood Golf Carts. 

 
No Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Cart shall be operated on any 
roadway of City unless the owner(s) thereof shall have first registered the 
Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Carts  with the City in accordance 
with the following: 



(a)   Registration of Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Carts shall 
be administered by the Chief of Police, and his designees, and 
applications for registration shall be made on a form prescribed by 
the City, said form to include a statement under oath or penalties of 
perjury that the Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Carts 
proposed to be registered meets the definition under this article, 
and shall be accompanied by an annual registration fee of $35.00 
and proof of liability insurance for said Properly Equipped 
Neighborhood Golf Cart having at least the same limits as required 
from time to time for motor vehicles under the mandatory insurance 
law of the State of Illinois. 

 
(b) Registered Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Carts shall be 

issued a sticker which shall be affixed to the registered vehicle in a 
prominent visible location as directed by the Chief of Police, or his 
designees. 

 
(c) Registrations shall be effective from the date of issuance until the 

March 31st next following and shall be renewed annually in the 
same manner as the original registration.  The annual fee shall be 
prorated in the case of partial years based on the months, or parts 
of months, the registration will be effective. 

 
(d) Registrations shall not be transferable in the event of change of 

ownership. 
 

(e) Registrations shall be subject to revocation by the Chief of Police in 
the event of a violation of the requirements of Section 11-1426.1 of 
the Illinois Vehicle Code, 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1, or any of the 
provisions of this article.  A revocation shall be made in writing and 
shall set forth the provision(s) of statute or ordinance found to be 
violated. Revocations may be appealed in writing to the City 
Council fourteen (14) days from the issuance of the revocation, and 
if appealed the City Council shall hold a public hearing at which the 
affected owner may appear, present witnesses and evidence, and 
be represented by an attorney.  The City Council shall uphold the 
revocation if it determines by a preponderance of the evidence 
presented at the hearing that the violation which was the basis for 
the revocation occurred.  During the appeal process, the revocation 
shall remain in full force and effect. 

 
(f) In the event a registration is revoked due to a failure to maintain the 

required liability insurance or a failure to maintain the condition of 
the neighborhood electric vehicle in compliance this article, 
including but not limited to, maintaining the required safety 
systems, the Chief of Police, in his discretion, may reinstate the 
registration upon documentation of reinstatement of the required 
insurance or of the repair or modification of the Properly Equipped 



Neighborhood Golf Cart necessary to cure any deficiencies, as 
applicable, if the Chief of Police determines that the violation was 
not intentional and is not likely to recur.  

 
Sec. 21-93.  Inspection of Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf 
Carts.  

 
Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Carts registered, or proposed to be 
registered, pursuant to this article shall be subject to inspection by the 
Chief of Police, or his designees, at any time to determine that said 
Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Cart meets, and continues to meet, 
the definition thereof as set forth in this article, particularly the provisions 
for maintenance in operating condition of required safety systems and 
equipment. 

 
Sec. 21-94.  Mandatory Insurance. 

 
The owner of any Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Cart registered 
under this article shall continuously maintain liability insurance for said  
vehicle having at least the same limits as required from time to time for 
motor vehicles under the mandatory insurance law of the State of Illinois. 

 
Sec. 21-95.  Operation Limited to Licensed Drivers. 

 
No person who is not properly licensed to operate motor vehicles on the 
roadways of the City shall operate a Properly Equipped Neighborhood 
Golf Cart within the City, and the provisions of Section 6-107 of the Illinois 
Vehicle Code, 625 ILCS 5/6-107 providing for graduated licenses for 
young drivers shall be fully applicable to the operation of neighborhood 
electric vehicles. 

 
Sec. 21-96.  Other Laws, Regulation and Ordinances. 

 
Properly Equipped Neighborhood Golf Cart shall be operated at all times 
in accordance with the provisions of the Illinois Vehicle Code, the rules of 
the road contained therein, and any other laws, regulations or ordinances 
governing the operation of motor vehicles in the City, as well as any laws, 
regulations or ordinances specifically pertaining Non-Highway Vehicles 
and the operation thereof. 

 
Sec. 21-97.  Violations. 

 
In addition to the revocation of the registration for a Properly Equipped 
Neighborhood Golf Cart as provided in this article, any person violating the 
provisions of this article shall be subject to punishment as provided in 
Section 1-11 of Chapter 1 of this Code.   The provisions hereof for 
prosecuting violations of this article are not intended to supercede the 
Illinois Vehicle Code, or to in any way impair prosecution of violations of 



the Illinois Vehicle Code involving the operation of neighborhood electric 
vehicles. 

 
 Sec. 21-98.  Severability. 
 

The provisions and sections of this Article shall be deemed separable and 
the invalidity of any portion of this Article shall not affect the validity of the 
remainder. 
 

 Section 2. This Ordinance shall be effective ten (10) days from and after 

passage, approval and publication in pamphlet form as required by law, and all 

ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby repealed; provided, however, that this 

Ordinance shall not modify or repeal Section 21-36 of Article II of Chapter 21 entitled 

“Utility vehicles, riding lawn mowers and implements of husbandry.” as adopted by 

Ordinance No. 2009-O-023, and further provided, however, that the repeal of any other 

ordinance by this Ordinance shall not affect any offense or act committed or done, any 

penalty or forfeiture incurred, any causes of action, any contract or right established, or 

any pending litigation occurring or instituted prior to the effective date of this Ordinance.. 

 Motion made by ________________, seconded by __________________ that 

the above ordinance be passed. 

    VOTES: YEA: ____ 

      NAY:  ____ 

        ABSENT: ____ 

                 ABSTAIN: ____ 

 Passed and approved this 17th day of May, 2010. 
       ________________________________ 
       Mayor 
ATTEST: 
 
______________________________ 
City Clerk 
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In response to rising energy costs and concerns about the environment, many people are 
looking for ways to reduce their gasoline consumption. One alternative being examined is the 
use of golf carts, neighborhood vehicles, and similar low-speed vehicles as alternative means of 
local transportation. As of this writing, there are three Illinois municipalities (Camargo, Salem, 
and Sesser) that we know of that allow their residents to use such vehicles on their local 
roadways. In addition, some cities throughout the country are requiring some of their public 
service employees to use these alternative forms of transportation.  

 
There are many reasons to justify this trend. Among those reasons are: high gas prices; 

environmental considerations; reduced oil dependency; convenience; low maintenance; and a 
closer sense of community. These alternative means of local transportation make life easier and 
less stressful on the constituents that use them. Consequently, the League has received numerous 
calls from municipal attorneys and officials in Illinois seeking information regarding their 
municipality’s ability to allow their citizens to use golf carts and other low-speed vehicles on city 
streets. There are, however, statutory, safety, and liability concerns and limitations.   

 
Q: Do municipalities have the authority to allow golf carts, neighborhood vehicles, and similar 
low-speed vehicles on public streets within their borders? 
 
A: Municipalities may allow the limited use of neighborhood vehicles and similar low-speed 
vehicles on the city streets. The Illinois Vehicle Code sets forth certain requirements and 
restrictions concerning the use of these vehicles on public streets. In addition, city officials 
should remain cognizant of the safety and liability concerns of allowing the use of these vehicles 
on their local streets. The statutory authority to allow the use of golf carts, however, is 
questionable. 
 
1. Distinguishing Golf Carts and Neighborhood Vehicles: 
 
Section 11-1428 of the Code concerns golf carts. That statute defines a “golf cart” as:  

 
. . . a vehicle specifically designed and intended for the purposes of transporting one or 
more persons and their golf clubs or maintenance equipment while engaged in the 
playing of golf, supervising the play of golf, or maintaining the condition of the grounds 
on a public or private golf course.1

 
The definition appears to be tied to the vehicle's intention of being used for golf purposes. 



 
Section 1426.1 of the Code concerns neighborhood vehicles. That statute defines a 
“neighborhood vehicle” as: 
 

. . . a self-propelled, electronically powered four-wheeled motor vehicle (or a 
self-propelled, gasoline-powered four-wheeled motor vehicle with an engine 
displacement under 1,200 cubic centimeters) which is capable of attaining in one mile a 
speed of more than 20 miles per hour, but not more than 25 miles per hour, and which 
conforms to federal regulations under Title 49 C.F.R. Part 571.500. 2

 
There are some differences between the two types of vehicles. Neighborhood vehicles are 

manufactured with the proper equipment to be street legal, while golf carts may or may not be. 
Some neighborhood vehicles already have doors and windows while golf carts usually don’t. 
Golf carts are typically designed to carry two people, while neighborhood vehicles may be 
designed to carry four or more. Neighborhood vehicles are also slightly bigger and move slightly 
faster than typical golf carts. While golf carts are specifically designed for use on a golf course 
but can also be used on streets with specific limitations, neighborhood vehicles are designed for 
use on the streets but not a golf course. 

 
2. Neighborhood Vehicles:
 
 The Illinois Vehicle Code authorizes local governments to allow neighborhood vehicles 
on local streets. That authorization is found in Section 11-1426.1 of the Code. You should be 
careful, however, when examining this statute. At the time of this writing, there are two different 
versions of Section 11-1426.1 of the Illinois Vehicle Code. The first version was enacted under 
Public Act 95-150, which became effective on August 14, 2007. The second version was enacted 
under two identical pieces of legislation: Public Act 95-414, which became effective on August 
24, 2007 and Public Act 95-575, which became effective on August 31, 2007. The two versions 
of Section 11-1426.1 are incompatible in some respects. Based on the principle that the latter 
enactment takes precedence, our analysis in this article is based on the language of the statute 
that was enacted under P.A. 95-414 and P.A. 95-575. 
 
Under subsection (d) of Section 11-1426.1: 
 

A municipality, township, county, or other unit of local government may authorize, by 
ordinance or resolution, the operation of neighborhood vehicles on roadways under its 
jurisdiction if the unit of local government determines that the public safety will not be 
jeopardized. The Department may authorize the operation of neighborhood vehicles on 
the roadways under its jurisdiction if the Department determines that the public safety 
will not be jeopardized.3

 
This statute further provides: 
 

Before permitting the operation of neighborhood vehicles on its roadways, a 
municipality, township, county, other unit of local government, or the Department must 
consider the volume, speed, and character of traffic on the roadway and determine 



whether neighborhood vehicles may safely travel on or cross the roadway. Upon 
determining that neighborhood vehicles may safely operate on a roadway and the 
adoption of an ordinance or resolution by a municipality, township, county, or other unit 
of local government, or authorization by the Department, appropriate signs shall be 
posted.4

 
In addition: 
 

If a roadway is under the jurisdiction of more than one unit of government, neighborhood 
vehicles may not be operated on the roadway unless each unit of government agrees and 
takes action as provided in this subsection.5

 
Neighborhood vehicles may be operated only by properly licensed drivers in the State of 

Illinois,6 and they may be operated only on streets where the posted speed limit is 35 miles per 
hour or less.7 But they may not “make a direct crossing upon or across any highway under the 
jurisdiction of the State, tollroad, interstate highway, or controlled access highway in this 
State.”8

 
 Neighborhood vehicles may not be operated on local streets unless they have all of the 

following equipment:  
 
• brakes; 
• a steering apparatus;  
• tires; 
• a rearview mirror;  
• red reflectorized warning devices in the front and rear;  
• a slow moving emblem (as required of other vehicles in 625 ILCS 5/12-709) on the rear 

of the neighborhood vehicle;  
• a headlight that emits a white light visible from a distance of 500 feet to the front;  
• a tail lamp that emits a red light visible from at least 100 feet from the rear;  
• brake lights; and  
• turn signals.9 

 
3. Golf Carts: 
 

The Illinois Vehicle Code is less clear about the authorization to allow golf carts on local 
streets. Section 11-1428 of the Code authorizes local governments to allow golf carts on public 
streets, but that authority may be limited only to allowing golf carts to make direct crossings of 
streets that run through golf courses.  

 
Subsection (a) of Section 11-1428 sets forth the general rule that it is “unlawful for any 

person to drive or operate any golf cart upon any street, highway or roadway in this State” except 
as otherwise provided in the statute.10  

 



Subsection (b) of that Section sets forth an exception to the general rule and provides that 
golf carts may make a direct crossing over a street, highway or roadway that runs through a golf 
course provided:  

(1) The crossing is made at an interchange approved by the local unit of government and 
at a place where no obstruction prevents a quick and safe crossing;  

(2) The golf cart is brought to a complete stop before attempting a crossing;  

(3) The operator of the golf cart yields the right of way to all pedestrian and vehicular 
traffic which constitutes a hazard; and  

(4) There is no tunnel or overpass ramp provided for the golf cart to cross through the 
golf course.11

 
But, like neighborhood vehicles, golf carts are prohibited from making “a direct crossing upon or 
across any highway under the jurisdiction of the State, tollroad, interstate highway, or controlled 
access highway in this State.”12

 
 Subsection (e) of that Section authorizes local governments to allow golf carts on public 
streets: 
 

Subject to subsection (b), a municipality, township, county, or other unit of local 
government may authorize, by ordinance or resolution, the operation of golf carts on 
roadways under their respective jurisdictions. The Department may authorize the 
operation of golf carts on the roadways under its jurisdiction.13

 
It is the term "subject to subsection (b)" that is ambiguous. It is unclear whether the 

inclusion of this phrase limits the authorization set forth in subsection (e) only to those road 
crossings that are authorized in subsection (b) or whether subsection (e) gives more general 
authority for golf carts to travel on local roads. The statute contains some indications that the 
more general  authority is intended: (i) the subsection goes on to require the local government to 
determine whether golf carts may safely travel on or cross the roadway14; and (ii) the required 
safety equipment appears to anticipate more than mere road crossings.15 At this time, however, it 
is unclear from the language of the statute how far the authority extends in allowing local 
governments to allow golf carts on public roads.     

 
The procedures for authorizing golf carts to allow golf carts on local streets is the same as 

those for neighborhood vehicles: (i) local governments must consider the volume, speed, and 
character of traffic on the roadway and determine that the public safety will not be jeopardized; 
and (ii) local governments must post appropriate signs if an ordinance or resolution is adopted.16 
If a roadway is under the jurisdiction of more than one unit of government, neighborhood 
vehicles may not be operated on the roadway unless each unit of government agrees and takes 
action as provided in this subsection.17 The same equipment is required for golf carts operating 
on local streets as for neighborhood vehicles.18

 
4. Safety and liability considerations: 

 



While there may be some benefits in allowing golf carts or neighborhood vehicles on 
your municipal roadways, there are potential safety and liability issues that you should keep in 
mind. The lightweight, open design and low speed of these vehicles may pose a threat to public 
safety—particularly in light of the growing size and weight of conventional motor vehicles. The 
Associated Press recently reported that nearly half of all golf cart injuries occur on streets or 
residential property, and injury rates are on the rise – to the tune of 12,000 annually.19 Injuries 
from collisions between motor vehicles and golf carts or neighborhood vehicles will be more 
severe than collisions between motor vehicles. 

 
There are also liability issues concerning the maintenance of roadways. Section 3-102(a) 

of the Local Governmental and Governmental Employees Tort Immunity Act,20 imposes a duty 
on all municipalities to “exercise ordinary care to maintain [their] property in a reasonably safe 
condition for the use” by intended and permitted users.21 Giving your residents the authority by 
ordinance to drive golf carts or neighborhood vehicles on the local streets could make the drivers 
of such vehicles intended and permitted users of the streets potentially subjecting your 
municipality to more liability claims.22

 
This monthly column examines issues of general concern to municipal officers. It is not meant to provide legal 

advice and is not a substitute for consulting with your municipal attorney. As always, when confronted with a legal 

question, contact your municipal attorney because certain unique circumstances may alter any conclusions reached 

in this article. 
                                                 
1 625 ILCS 5/11-1428(d). 
2 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1(a). 
3 625 ILCS 5/1426.1(d). 
4 Id. 
5 Id. 
6 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1(b-5). 
7 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1(b). 
8 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1(c). 
9 625 ILCS 5/11-1426.1(e). 
10 625 ILCS 5/11-1428(a). 
11 625 ILCS 5/11-1428(b). 
12 625 ILCS 5/11-1428(c). 
13 625 ILCS 5/11-1428(e)(emphasis added). 
14 Id. 
15 Id. 
16 Id. 
17 Id. 
18 Id. 
19 Suhr, Jim. Cheap ride: More towns let golf carts putter about, Associated Press, Aug. 6, 2008. Available at 
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20080806/ap_on_bi_ge/golf_carts_a_new_course 
20 745 ILCS 10/1-101 et. seq. 
21 745 ILCS 10/3-102(a). 
22 See generally, Brooks v. City of Peoria, 305 Ill. App. 3d 806 (3d Dist. 1999) (holding that a city was liable for 
injuries of a minor cyclist on a deteriorated sidewalk because the passage of the ordinance allowing the cyclist to use 
the sidewalk meant that he was an intended user and the city, therefore, had a duty to maintain its property in 
reasonably safe condition for use by intended users).  
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ORDINANCE NO.      

 

AN ORDINANCE DECLARING PERSONAL PROPERTY  

OF THE CITY OF HIGHLAND, ILLINOIS,  

SURPLUS AND AUTHORIZING ITS SALE AND/OR DISPOSAL,  

SPECIFICALLY, DEPARTMENT OF LIGHT AND POWER EQUIPMENT 

INCLUDING ITRON ELECTRIC METERS  

AND ASSORTED ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION HARDWARE 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a 

non-home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the 

provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois 

Compiled Statutes); and 

 

WHEREAS, 65 ILCS 5/11-76-4 provides that whenever a municipality in the state of 

Illinois owns any personal property which, in the opinion of a simple majority of the corporate 

authorities then holding office, is no longer necessary or useful to, or in the best interests of the 

municipality to keep, a majority of the corporate authorities at any regular or special meeting 

called for that purpose, may:  (1) by Ordinance authorize the sale of such personal property in 

whatever manner they designate with or without advertising the sale; or (2) may authorize any 

municipal officer to convert that personal property to the use of the City; or (3) may authorize 

any municipal officer to convey or turn in any specified article of personal property as part 

payment on a new purchase of any similar article; and 

 

WHEREAS, City Department of Light and Power currently owns equipment that is, in 

the opinion of this City Council, no longer necessary or useful to or in the best interests of the 

City to retain, and should be declared surplus personal property (See Exhibit A); and 

 

WHEREAS, City Department of Light and Power currently owns personal property, that 

is, in the opinion of this City Council, no longer necessary or useful to or in the best interests of 

the City to retain, and should be declared surplus personal property (See Exhibit A); and 

 

WHEREAS, City has determined the City Manager or his Designee is permitted to sell 

and/or dispose of the surplus personal property (See Exhibit A) for the maximum value that can 

be obtained, to be determined solely by the City Manager or his Designee; and 

 

WHEREAS, City has determined it to be in the best interest of public health, safety, 

general welfare and economic welfare to declare the aforementioned personal property (See 

Exhibit A) surplus, and sell and/or dispose of the same. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of 

Highland, Illinois, as follows: 

 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 

Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 
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Section 2. That the City personal property listed on Exhibit A is hereby declared no 

longer useful to the City or necessary for City purposes, that the City personal property listed on 

Exhibit A is declared surplus, and that it is in the best interest of the City to sell and/or dispose of 

the same. 

 

Section 3. That the City Manager or his Designee is directed and authorized to sell 

and/or dispose of the surplus personal property listed on Exhibit A for the maximum value that 

can be obtained, to be determined solely by the City Manager or his Designee.   

 

Section 4. That the City Manager or his Designee is hereby authorized to execute any 

documents necessary to complete the sale and deposit the proceeds of same into the city treasury. 

 

Section 5. That this Ordinance shall be known as Ordinance No.    and 

shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, approval, and publication in pamphlet 

form as provided by law. 

 

Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor of the city of Highland, Illinois and 

deposited and filed in the office of the City Clerk on the    day of   , 2020, 

the vote being taken by ayes and noes and entered upon the legislative record as follows: 

 

AYES: 

 

NOES: 

 

 

      APPROVED: 

 

 

 

              

      Joseph R. Michaelis 

Mayor 

City of Highland 

      Madison County, Illinois 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

        

Barbara Bellm 

City Clerk 

City of Highland 

Madison County, Illinois 
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RESOLUTION NO.      

A RESOLUTION APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF  

A PROPOSAL FOR PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES  

WITH FGM ARCHITECTS, INC. FOR A  

NEW CITY OF HIGHLAND OUTDOOR POOL 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a 

non-home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the 

provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois 

Compiled Statutes); and 

WHEREAS, City has determined the existing outdoor pool needs to be replaced with a 

new outdoor pool to better serve the needs of City residents; and 

WHEREAS, City has consulted with FGM Architects, Inc. (hereinafter “FGM”), an 

architectural design and engineering firm, to assess the design, engineering and construction of 

the new City outdoor pool (hereinafter “Project”); and 

WHEREAS, FGM has prepared for City a Master Architectural Agreement (attached 

hereto as Exhibit A) for the Project (hereinafter “FGM Master Agreement”); and 

WHEREAS, the FGM Master Agreement will apply to, and be a part of, all subsequent 

Project Authorizations to complete the Project (Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, City finds that the terms of the FGM Master Agreement (Exhibit A) are fair 

and reasonable, and City finds the FGM Master Agreement (Exhibit A) should be approved; and  

WHEREAS, City has determined it to be in the best interests of public health, safety, 

general welfare, and economic welfare of City to approve the FGM Master Agreement (Exhibit 

A); and 

WHEREAS, City finds that the City Manager and/or Mayor should be authorized and 

directed, on behalf of City, to execute the FGM Master Agreement (Exhibit A).  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of 

Highland as follows: 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City  

Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 
 

Section 2. The FGM Master Agreement (Exhibit A) for the Project is approved. 
 
Section 3. The City Manager and/or Mayor is authorized and directed, on behalf of 

the City of Highland, to execute and date the FGM Master Agreement (Exhibit A) for the 
Project. 
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 Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.     and 

shall be effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law. 

 
Passed by the City Council of the City of Highland, Illinois, and deposited and filed in  the 

Office of the City Clerk, on the   day of   , 2020, the vote being taken by ayes 

and noes, and entered upon the legislative records, as follows: 

 
AYES:  

 

NOES: 

 

 

      APPROVED: 

 

 

 

              

Joseph R. Michaelis, Mayor 

City of Highland 

Madison County, Illinois 

 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

        

Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 

City of Highland 

Madison County, Illinois 
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ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS: 
The author of this document has 
added information needed for its 
completion. The author may also 
have revised the text of the original 
AIA standard form. An Additions and 
Deletions Report that notes added 
information as well as revisions to the 
standard form text is available from 
the author and should be reviewed. A 
vertical line in the left margin of this 
document indicates where the author 
has added necessary information 
and where the author has added to or 
deleted from the original AIA text.

This document has important legal 
consequences. Consultation with an 
attorney is encouraged with respect 
to its completion or modification.

AGREEMENT made as of the second  day of March   in the year Two Thousand Twenty  
(In words, indicate day, month and year.)

BETWEEN the Architect’s client identified as the Owner:
(Name, legal status, address and other information)

City of Highland
for the Department of Parks and Recreation
1115 Broadway / P.O. Box 218
Highland, Illinois  62249
Telephone Number:  (618) 654-9891
and the Architect:
(Name, legal status, address and other information)

FGM Architects Inc.    
475 Regency Park, Suite 325  
O’Fallon, Illinois 62269
Telephone Number:  618.624.3364  
Fax Number:  618.624.3369  

for the following Project:
(Name, location and detailed description)

Owner and Architect will execute a separate Project Authorization to this Agreement for 
projects assigned by the Owner to the Architect, such projects may include but are not 
limited to new facilities, additions to existing facilities, remodeling, renovation and repair 
of existing facilities, surveys and reports, feasibility studies, and any other work that may 
be requested by the Owner. 
  
  

The Owner and Architect agree as follows.
This Agreement shall serve as a Master Agreement establising the terms of service for all 
projects assigned by the Owner to the Architect. Owner and Architect will execute separate 
Project Authorizations to this Agreement which establish specific parameters for each 
project assigned by the Owner to the Architect.
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ARTICLE 1   INITIAL INFORMATION
§ 1.1 This Agreement is based on the Initial Information set forth in this Section 1.1.
(For each item in this section, insert the information or a statement such as "not applicable" or "unknown at time of 
execution.")

§ 1.1.1 The Owner’s program for the Project:
 (Insert the Owner’s program, identify documentation that establishes the Owner’s program, or state the manner in 
which the program will be developed.)

A Project Authorization to this Agreement shall incorporate the following Initial Information:
1. Owner’s program and Project’s physical characteristics
2. Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work, including construction Manager’s fees, if applicable.
3. Owner’s budget Total Project Cost that includes Cost of the Work and Indirect Construction Cost, including, 

but not limited to administrative costs, professional fees, site investigation, furniture and equipment.
4. Owner’s authorized representatives.
5. Anticipated procurement method and other information relevant to the Project.

For services other than facility and life safety studies and surveys, the Owner and Architect will jointly develop the 
building program for individual projects as they are assigned in writing by the Owner’s representative.  

§ 1.1.2 The Project’s physical characteristics:
(Identify or describe pertinent information about the Project’s physical characteristics, such as size; location; 
dimensions; geotechnical reports; site boundaries; topographic surveys; traffic and utility studies; availability of 
public and private utilities and services; legal description of the site, etc.)

To be determined  
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§ 1.1.3 The Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work, as defined in Section 6.1:
(Provide total and, if known, a line item breakdown.)

To be verified; City has initially stated that maximum allowable Project Cost would be $3,500,000.00, which would 
include the Cost of the Work and other items per Section 6.1.  

§ 1.1.4 The Owner’s anticipated design and construction milestone dates:

.1 Design phase milestone dates, if any:

 If appropriate, shall be determined on individual projects as assigned by the Owner and incorporated in 
a Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement.  

.2 Construction commencement date:

If appropriate, shall be determined on individual projects as assigned by the Owner and incorporated in 
a Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement.  

         
.3 Substantial Completion date or dates:

 If appropriate, shall be determined on individual projects as assigned by the Owner and incorporated in 
a Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement.  

.4 Other milestone dates:

To be determined  

§ 1.1.5 The Owner intends the following procurement and delivery method for the Project:
(Identify method such as competitive bid or negotiated contract, as well as any requirements for accelerated or 
fast-track design and construction, multiple bid packages, or phased construction.)

Owner has indicated that it intends to seek competitive bids through design / bid / build process and a single bid event.  

§ 1.1.6 The Owner’s anticipated Sustainable Objective for the Project:
(Identify and describe the Owner’s Sustainable Objective for the Project, if any.)

 To be determined.  
  

§ 1.1.6.1 If the Owner identifies a Sustainable Objective, the Owner and Architect shall complete and incorporate AIA 
Document E204™–2017, Sustainable Projects Exhibit, into this Agreement to define the terms, conditions and 
services related to the Owner’s Sustainable Objective. If E204–2017 is incorporated into this agreement, the Owner 
and Architect shall incorporate the completed E204–2017 into the agreements with the consultants and contractors 
performing services or Work in any way associated with the Sustainable Objective.

§ 1.1.7 The Owner identifies the following representative in accordance with Section 5.3:
(List name, address, and other contact information.)

Mr. Mark Latham  
City Manager  
City of Highland  
1115 Broadway / P.O. Box 218  
Highland, Illinois  62249  
Telephone Number:  (618) 654-9891  
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§ 1.1.8 The persons or entities, in addition to the Owner’s representative, who are required to review the Architect’s 
submittals to the Owner are as follows:
(List name, address, and other contact information.)

Mr. Mark Rosen  
Director of Parks and Recreation  
City of Highland  
1 Nagel Drive / P.O. Box 218  
Highland, Illinois  62249  
Telephone Number:  (618) 651-8899  

§ 1.1.9  If appropriate, the Owner shall retain the following consultants and contractors and shall be incorporated in a  
Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement:
(List name, legal status, address, and other contact information.)

1. Land Survey
(Paragraphs deleted)

2. Civil Engineer (if not explicitly included within Architect’s scope per Project Authorization) 
3. Geotechnical Engineer
4. Environmental Consultants
5. Natural Resource Consultants
6. Historical Archeologists
7. Traffic Consultant
8. Cost Consultant (if not explicitly included within Architect’s scope per Project Authorization)
9. Construction Testing Contractor
10. Building Code Plan Review
11. Building Code Site Inspections
12. Called Inspections

§ 1.1.10 The Architect identifies the following representative in accordance with Section 2.3:
(List name, address, and other contact information.)

Mr. Joshua Mandell  
Principal-in-Charge  
FGM Architects, Inc.  
475 Regency Park, Suite 325  
O’Fallon, Illinois  62269  
Telephone Number:  (314) 439-1601    

§ 1.1.11 If appropriate, the Architect shall retain the consultants identified in Sections 1.1.11.1 and 1.1.11.2:
(List name, legal status, address, and other contact information.)

§ 1.1.11.1 Consultants retained under Basic Services and shall be incorporated in a Project Authorization exhibit to this 
Agreement:

.1 Structural Engineer:

    

.2 Mechanical Engineer:

    

.3 Electrical Engineer:

    

.4 Plumbing Engineer
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.5 Fire Protection Engineer
    

§ 1.1.11.2 If appropriate, Consultants retained under Additional Services and shall be incorporated in a Project 
Authorization exhibit to this Agreement:

1. Landscaping.
2. Kitchen Consultant.
3. Theater Consulting and Specialties.
4. Record Documents at the completion of the project.
5. Specialized studies to obtain certification of sustainable design by US Green Building Council (LEED), 

Green Globes or similar organizations.
6. Interior Design for furniture, fixture and equipment.
7. Building Code Plan Review and Building Code Site Inspections.
8. Technologies and Security design.
9. Mechanical and Electrical commissioning.
10. Acoustical Consultant.
11. Called Inspections.
12. Aquatic Consultant.

  

§ 1.1.12 Other Initial Information on which the Agreement is based:

 If appropriate, shall be determined on individual projects as assigned by the Owner and incorporated in a Project 
Authorization exhibit to this Agreement.  Initial Information shall include the audit of existing aquatic facilities, titled 
’HIGHLAND COMMUNITY POOL FACILITY EVALUATION’ and dated 18 November 2019.  

§ 1.2 The Owner and Architect may rely on the Initial Information. Both parties, however, recognize that the Initial 
Information may materially change and, in that event, the Owner and the Architect shall appropriately adjust the 
Architect’s services, schedule for the Architect’s services, and the Architect’s compensation. The Owner shall adjust 
the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work and the Owner’s anticipated design and construction milestones, as 
necessary, to accommodate material changes in the Initial Information.

§ 1.3 The parties shall agree upon protocols governing the transmission and use of Instruments of Service or any other 
information or documentation in digital form. The parties will use AIA Document E203™–2013, Building 
Information Modeling and Digital Data Exhibit, to establish the protocols for the development, use, transmission, and 
exchange of digital data.

§ 1.3.1 Any use of, or reliance on, all or a portion of a building information model without agreement to protocols 
governing the use of, and reliance on, the information contained in the model and without having those protocols set 
forth in AIA Document E203™–2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital Data Exhibit, and the requisite 
AIA Document G202™–2013, Project Building Information Modeling Protocol Form, shall be at the using or relying 
party’s sole risk and without liability to the other party and its contractors or consultants, the authors of, or contributors 
to, the building information model, and each of their agents and employees.

ARTICLE 2   ARCHITECT’S RESPONSIBILITIES
§ 2.1 The Architect shall provide professional services as set forth in this Agreement for any Project Authorization 
issued pursuant thereto. . The Architect represents that it is properly licensed in the jurisdiction where the Project is 
located to provide the services required by this Agreement, or shall cause such services to be performed by 
appropriately licensed design professionals.

§ 2.2 The Architect shall perform its services consistent with the professional skill and care ordinarily provided by 
architects practicing in the same or similar locality under the same or similar circumstances. The Architect shall 
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perform its services as expeditiously as is consistent with such professional skill and care and the orderly progress of 
the Project.

§ 2.3 The Architect shall identify a representative authorized to act on behalf of the Architect with respect to the 
Project.

§ 2.4 Except with the Owner’s knowledge and consent, the Architect shall not engage in any activity, or accept any 
employment, interest or contribution that would reasonably appear to compromise the Architect’s professional 
judgment with respect to this Project.

§ 2.5 The Architect shall maintain the following insurance until termination of this Agreement. If any of the 
requirements set forth below are in addition to the types and limits the Architect normally maintains, the Owner shall 
pay the Architect as set forth in Section 11.9.

§ 2.5.1 Commercial General Liability with policy limits of not less than One Million Dollars   ($ 1,000,000   ) for each 
occurrence and Two Million Dollars   ($ 2,000,000   ) in the aggregate for bodily injury and property damage.

§ 2.5.2 Automobile Liability covering vehicles owned, and non-owned vehicles used, by the Architect with policy 
limits of not less than One Million Dollars   ($ 1,000,000   ) combined single limit and aggregate for  for bodily injury, 
death of any person, and property damage covering non-owned and rented vehicles operated by the Architect. .

§ 2.5.3 The Architect may achieve the required limits and coverage for Commercial General Liability and Automobile 
Liability through a combination of primary and excess or umbrella liability insurance, provided such primary and 
excess or umbrella liability insurance policies result in the same or greater coverage as the coverages required under 
Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, and in no event shall any excess or umbrella liability insurance provide narrower coverage 
than the primary policy. The excess policy shall not require the exhaustion of the underlying limits only through the 
actual payment by the underlying insurers.

§ 2.5.4 Workers’ Compensation at statutory limits.

§ 2.5.5 Employers’ Liability with Statutory limits not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars   ($ 500,000   ) each 
accident,  disease, death.

§ 2.5.6 Professional Liability covering negligent acts, errors and omissions in the performance of professional services 
with policy limits of not less than Two Million Dollars   ($ 2,000,000   ) per claim and Three Million Dollars   ($ 
3,000,000   ) in the aggregate.

§ 2.5.7 Additional Insured Obligations. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Architect shall cause the primary and 
excess or umbrella polices for Commercial General Liability and Automobile Liability to include the Owner as an 
additional insured for claims caused in whole or in part by the Architect’s negligent acts or omissions. The additional 
insured coverage shall be primary and non-contributory to any of the Owner’s insurance policies and shall apply to 
both ongoing and completed operations.

§ 2.5.8 The Architect shall provide certificates of insurance to the Owner that evidence compliance with the 
requirements in this Section 2.5.

ARTICLE 3   SCOPE OF ARCHITECT’S BASIC SERVICES
§ 3.1 As required by Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement, the Architect’s Basic Services consist of those 
described in this Article 3 and include usual and customary structural, mechanical, and electrical engineering services. 
Services not set forth in this Article 3 are  Additional Services.

§ 3.1.1 The Architect shall manage the Architect’s services, consult with the Owner, research applicable design 
criteria, attend Project meetings reasonably requested by the Owner, communicate with members of the Project team, 
and report progress to the Owner.
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§ 3.1.2 The Architect shall coordinate its services with those services provided by the Owner and the Owner’s 
consultants. The Architect shall be entitled to rely on, and shall not be responsible for, the accuracy, completeness, and 
timeliness of, services and information furnished by the Owner and the Owner’s consultants. The Architect shall 
provide prompt written notice to the Owner only if the Architect becomes aware of any error, omission, or 
inconsistency in such services or information, however, the Architect assumes no duty to discover such errors, 
omissions or inconsistencies.

§ 3.1.3 As soon as practicable after the date of this Agreement, the Architect shall submit for the Owner’s approval a 
schedule for the performance of the Architect’s services. The schedule initially shall include anticipated dates for the 
commencement of construction and for Substantial Completion of the Work as set forth in the Initial Information. The 
schedule shall include allowances for periods of time required for the Owner’s review, for the performance of the 
Owner’s consultants, and a reasonable time for approval of submissions by authorities having jurisdiction over the 
Project. The Owner shall render decisions in a timely manner so as to not adversely affect the schedule or cause the 
schedule to be exceeded. Once approved by the Owner, time limits established by the schedule shall not, except for 
reasonable cause, be exceeded by the Architect or Owner. With the Owner’s approval, the Architect shall adjust the 
schedule, if necessary, as the Project proceeds until the commencement of construction.

§ 3.1.4 The Architect shall not be responsible for an Owner’s directive, design change or substitution, or for the 
Owner’s acceptance of non-conforming Work, made or given without the Architect’s written approval.

§ 3.1.5 The Architect shall contact governmental authorities required to approve the Construction Documents and 
entities providing utility services to the Project. The Architect shall use professional care to respond to applicable 
written publicly available design requirements imposed by those authorities and entities having jurisdiction over the 
design of the Project. The Architect shall not be responsible for additional costs incurred because of a reasonable 
difference of opinion or interpretation of applicable code requirements with that of such governmental authorities.

§ 3.1.6 The Architect shall assist the Owner in connection with the Owner’s responsibility for filing documents 
required for the approval of governmental authorities having jurisdiction over the Project.

§ 3.1.7 If the Architect’s services involve making changes to an existing facility, the Owner shall furnish 
documentation, drawings and information on the existing facility upon which the Architect may rely for accuracy and 
completeness. Unless specifically authorized or confirmed in writing by the Owner, the Architect shall not be required 
to perform or to cause to be performed any destructive testing or investigation of concealed or unknown conditions. In 
the event the documentation, drawings or information furnished by the Owner is inaccurate or incomplete, all resulting 
costs and expenses, including the cost of Additional Services of the Architect, shall be borne by the Owner. To the 
fullest extent permitted by law, the Owner shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Architect and its consultants 
from and against all claims, liabilities, damages, losses, costs and expenses, including attorney’s fees, arising out of or 
resulting from the drawings, documentation and information furnished by the Owner.

§ 3.1.8  If the Project involves remodeling and/or rehabilitation of an existing structure, certain assumptions regarding 
existing conditions are required to be made. Since some of these assumptions may not be verifiable within Owner’s 
budget or without destroying otherwise adequate or serviceable portions of the Project, the Owner agrees that, except 
for specific tasks identified for the Architect to perform under the Agreement, the Owner shall reimburse the Architect 
as an Additional Service for changes, modifications, additions or alterations to the Construction Documents which 
may arise or result from unforeseen or concealed conditions. The Owner shall, to the fullest extent permitted by law, 
defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Architect and its consultants from and against all claims, damages, 
liabilities, losses, costs, damages and expenses, including attorney’s fees, arising from unforeseen or concealed 
conditions.

§ 3.1.9 The LEED Green Building Rating System and other similar environmental guidelines (collectively referred to 
as "LEED Guidelines") utilize certain design and usability recommendations for a project in order to promote an 
environmentally friendly and energy efficient facility. When LEED Guidelines are required by the Owner to be used 
for the Project, the Architect shall use professional care to interpret and apply the LEED Guidelines to the Project. The 
Owner acknowledges and understands that LEED Guidelines are subject to various and possibly contradictory 
interpretations and that compliance may involve factors beyond the control of the Architect, including such factors as 
Owner’s use and operation of the completed Project. The Architect does not warrant or represent that the Project will 
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achieve LEED certification or that the estimates of energy savings and costs relating to building or equipment 
operation will actually be realized by the Owner. The Architect shall not be responsible for any environmental or 
energy shortfalls or losses arising from the use and operation of the Project.

§ 3.2 Schematic Design Phase Services
§ 3.2.1 As required by Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement, the Architect shall review the program and 
other information furnished by the Owner, and shall review laws, codes, and regulations applicable to the Architect’s 
services.

§ 3.2.2 The Architect shall prepare, solely for use by the Owner, a preliminary evaluation of the Owner’s program, 
schedule, budget for the Cost of the Work, Project site, the proposed procurement and delivery method, and other 
Initial Information, each in terms of the other, to  gain a general understanding of the requirements of the Project. The 
Architect shall notify the Owner of (1) any inconsistencies discovered in the information, and (2) other information or 
consulting services that may be reasonably needed for the Project.

§ 3.2.3 The Architect shall present a preliminary evaluation to the Owner and shall discuss with the Owner alternative 
approaches to design and construction of the Project. The Architect shall reach an understanding with the Owner 
regarding the requirements of the Project.

§ 3.2.4 Based on the Project requirements agreed upon with the Owner, the Architect shall prepare and present, for the 
Owner’s approval, a preliminary design illustrating the scale and relationship of the Project components.

§ 3.2.5 Based on the Owner’s approval of the preliminary design, the Architect shall prepare Schematic Design 
Documents for the Owner’s approval. The Schematic Design Documents shall consist of drawings and other 
documents including a site plan, if appropriate, and preliminary building plans, sections and elevations; and may 
include some combination of study models, perspective sketches, or digital representations. Preliminary selections of 
major building systems and construction materials shall be noted on the drawings or described in writing.

§ 3.2.5.1 The Architect shall consider sustainable design alternatives, such as material choices and building orientation, 
together with other considerations based on program and aesthetics, in developing a design that is consistent with the 
Owner’s program, schedule and budget for the Cost of the Work. The Owner may obtain more advanced sustainable 
design services as a Supplemental Service under Section 4.1.1.

§ 3.2.5.2 The Architect shall consider the value of alternative materials, building systems and equipment, together with 
other considerations based on program and aesthetics, in developing a design for the Project that is consistent with the 
Owner’s program, schedule, and budget for the Cost of the Work.

§ 3.2.6 The Architect shall submit to the Owner an estimate of the Cost of the Work prepared in accordance with and 
subject to Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

§ 3.2.7 The Architect shall submit the Schematic Design Documents to the Owner, and request the Owner’s approval. 
Upon request of Owner’s approval of the Schematic Design Documents, the Architect shall commence the Design 
Development Phase.

§ 3.3 Design Development Phase Services
§ 3.3.1 As required by Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement, Design Development Phase Services  shall be 
based on the Owner’s approval of the Schematic Design Documents, and on the Owner’s authorization of any 
adjustments in the Project requirements and the budget for the Cost of the Work, the Architect shall prepare Design 
Development Documents for the Owner’s approval. The Design Development Documents shall illustrate and describe 
the development of the approved Schematic Design Documents and shall consist of drawings and other documents 
including plans, sections, elevations, typical construction details, and diagrammatic layouts of building systems to fix 
and describe the size and character of the Project as to architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical systems, and 
other appropriate elements. The Design Development Documents shall also include outline specifications that identify 
major materials and systems and establish, in general, their quality levels.

§ 3.3.2 The Architect shall update the estimate of the Cost of the Work prepared in accordance with Section 6.3.
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§ 3.3.3 The Architect shall submit the Design Development Documents to the Owner, advise the Owner of any 
adjustments to the estimate of the Cost of the Work, and request the Owner’s approval. Upon receipt of Owner’s 
approval of the Design Development Documents, the Architect shall commence the Construction Documents Phase.

§ 3.3.4 The Architect shall provide one (1) exterior design concept to the Owner for approval as part of Basic Services. 
Any additional design concepts shall be charged as an Additional Service in accordance with Article 4.3.

§ 3.4 Construction Documents Phase Services
§ 3.4.1 As required by Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement, Construction Documents Phase Services shall 
be based on the Owner’s approval of the Design Development Documents, and on the Owner’s authorization of any 
adjustments in the Project requirements and the budget for the Cost of the Work, the Architect shall prepare 
Construction Documents for the Owner’s approval. The Construction Documents shall illustrate and describe the 
further development of the approved Design Development Documents and shall consist of Drawings and 
Specifications setting forth in detail the quality levels and performance criteria of materials and systems and other 
requirements for the construction of the Work. The Owner and Architect acknowledge that, in order to perform the 
Work, the Contractor will provide additional information, including Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples and other 
similar submittals, which the Architect shall review in accordance with Section 3.6.4.

§ 3.4.2 The Architect shall use professional care to incorporate the written publicly available design requirements of 
governmental authorities having jurisdiction over the design of the Project into the Construction Documents.

§ 3.4.3 During the development of the Construction Documents, the Architect shall assist the Owner in the 
development and preparation of (1) procurement information that describes the time, place, and conditions of bidding, 
including bidding or proposal forms; (2) the form of agreement between the Owner and Contractor; and (3) the 
Conditions of the Contract for Construction (General, Supplementary and other Conditions). The Architect shall also 
compile a project manual that includes the Conditions of the Contract for Construction and Specifications, and may 
include bidding requirements and sample forms.

§ 3.4.4 The Architect shall update the estimate for the Cost of the Work prepared in accordance with Section 6.3.

§ 3.4.5 The Architect shall submit the Construction Documents to the Owner, advise the Owner of any adjustments to 
the estimate of the Cost of the Work, take any action required under Section 6.5, and request the Owner’s approval. 
Upon receipt of Owner’s approval of the Construction Documents, the Architect shall commence the 
Bidding/Negotiation Phase.

§ 3.4.6 the Owner and Architect acknowledge that, given the nature of the design and construction process, certain 
inconsistencies, conflicts, errors and/or omissions may exist in the Construction Documents prepared by the Architect. 
It is further acknowledged and agreed that as long as the number and type of such inconsistencies, conflicts, errors 
and/or omissions are reasonable and consistent with reasonable skill and care, such inconsistencies, conflicts, errors 
and/or omissions shall not constitute a material breach of this Agreement or a deviation from the applicable standard 
of care set forth herein. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Architect and its consultants shall modify or correct any 
errors or omissions in the Construction Documents at no additional cost to Owner.

§ 3.4.7  If, as a result of the Architect’s failure to comply with the standard of care set forth in this Agreement, an error 
in the Construction Documents results in additional construction costs to the Owner, the Architect shall be responsible 
for compensating the Owner for additional construction costs for which the Architect is legally responsible in 
accordance with applicable law.

§ 3.4.8 If, as a result of the Architect’s failure to comply with the standard of care set forth in this Agreement, an 
omission in the Construction Documents results in additional construction costs to the Owner, the Architect shall be 
responsible for compensating the Owner only for the additional costs related to adding the omitted item or element 
over and above that which the Owner would have paid had the omitted item or element been included in the original 
Construction Documents.
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§ 3.4.9 All costs associated with the Architect’s negligent errors or omissions which constitute "betterment" or "value 
added" to the Owner shall be borne by the Owner to the extent of such betterment or value added.

§ 3.5 Procurement Phase Services
§ 3.5.1 General
As required by Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement, the Architect shall assist the Owner in establishing a 
list of prospective contractors. Following the Owner’s approval of the Construction Documents, the Architect shall 
assist the Owner in (1) obtaining competitive bids; (2) confirming responsiveness of bids or proposals; (3) determining 
the successful bid or proposal, if any; and, (4) awarding and preparing contracts for construction.

§ 3.5.2 Competitive Bidding
§ 3.5.2.1 Bidding Documents shall consist of bidding requirements and proposed Contract Documents.

§ 3.5.2.2 The Architect shall assist the Owner in bidding the Project by:
.1 facilitating the electronic reproduction and distribution of Bidding Documents to prospective bidders;
.2 organizing and conducting a pre-bid conference for prospective bidders; and
.3 preparing responses to questions from prospective bidders and providing clarifications and 

interpretations of the Bidding Documents to the prospective bidders in the form of addenda; and,
.4 organizing and conducting the opening of the bids, and subsequently documenting and distributing the 

bidding results, as directed by the Owner.

§ 3.5.2.3 If the Bidding Documents permit substitutions, upon the Owner’s written authorization, the Architect shall, as 
an Additional Service, consider written requests for substitutions and prepare and distribute addenda identifying 
approved substitutions to all prospective bidders.

(Paragraphs deleted)
§ 3.5.3.3 If the Proposal Documents permit substitutions, upon the Owner’s written authorization, the Architect shall, 
as an Additional Service, consider written requests for substitutions and prepare and distribute addenda identifying 
approved substitutions to all prospective contractors.

§ 3.6 Construction Phase Services
§ 3.6.1 General
As required by Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement the Architect comply with the following under this 
Article 3.6. 

§ 3.6.1.1 The Architect shall provide administration of the Contract between the Owner and the Contractor as set forth 
below and in AIA Document A201™–2017, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction to the extent 
required by this Agreement. If the Owner and Contractor modify AIA Document A201–2017, those modifications 
shall not affect the Architect’s services under this Agreement unless the Owner and the Architect amend this 
Agreement in writing to include such modifications. The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall govern and 
control the Architect’s services on the Project.

§ 3.6.1.2 The Architect shall advise and consult with the Owner during the Construction Phase Services. The Architect 
shall have authority to act on behalf of the Owner only to the extent provided in this Agreement. The Architect shall 
not have control over, charge of, or responsibility for the construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or 
procedures, or for jobsite safety, including, but not limited to safety precautions and programs in connection with the 
Work or compliance with any safety laws, standards, rules, regulations or guidelines governing the Work, nor shall the 
Architect be responsible for the Contractor’s failure to perform the Work in accordance with the requirements of the 
Contract Documents. The Architect shall be responsible for the Architect’s negligent acts or omissions, but shall not 
have control over or charge of, and shall not be responsible for, acts or omissions of the Contractor or of any other 
persons or entities performing portions of the Work.

§ 3.6.1.3  Subject to Section 4.3 and except as provided in Section 3.6.6.5, the Architect’s responsibility to provide 
Construction Phase Services commences with the award of the Contract for Construction and terminates on the date 
the Architect issues the final Certificate for Payment.
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§ 3.6.1.4 The Architect shall not be responsible for any aspect of design, procurement, erection, construction, 
monitoring, observation or use of any scaffolds, hoists, cranes, ladders, bracing or supports of any type on the Project, 
whether temporary or permanent, not shall the Architect have responsibility for construction barricades, barriers, 
safety cones, tape, warning, signage, canopies or other similar devices of any kind, whether for vehicular or pedestrian 
traffic or otherwise on or around the Project site. No provision of this Agreement shall be interpreted to confer upon 
the Architect any duty owed under common law, statute or regulation to construction workers or any other person 
regarding safety or the prevention of accidents at the Project.

§ 3.6.2 Evaluations of the Work
§ 3.6.2.1 The Architect shall visit the site at a mutually agreed upon number of site visits per project to become 
generally familiar with the progress and quality of the portion of the Work completed, and to determine, in general, if 
the Work observed is being performed in a manner indicating that the Work, when fully completed, will be in 
accordance with the Contract Documents. However, the Architect shall not be required to make exhaustive or 
continuous on-site inspections to check the quality or quantity of the Work. On the basis of the site visits, the Architect 
shall keep the Owner reasonably informed about the progress and quality of the portion of the Work completed, and 
promptly report to the Owner (1) known deviations from the Contract Documents, (2) known deviations from the most 
recent construction schedule submitted by the Contractor, and (3) defects and deficiencies observed in the Work.

§ 3.6.2.2 The Architect has the authority to recommend to the Owner that the Owner reject Work that does not conform 
to the Contract Documents. Subject to Owner’s written approval, whenever the Architect considers it necessary or 
advisable, the Architect shall have the authority to require inspection or testing of the Work in accordance with the 
provisions of the Contract Documents, whether or not the Work is fabricated, installed or completed. However, neither 
this authority of the Architect nor a decision made in good faith either to exercise or not to exercise such authority shall 
give rise to a duty or responsibility of the Architect to the Contractor, Subcontractors, suppliers, their agents or 
employees, or other persons or entities performing portions of the Work, and the Architect shall not be responsible for 
defects or deficiencies of the Contractor, Subcontractors, or suppliers resulting from their failure to complete Work in 
accordance with the Contract Documents.

§ 3.6.2.3 The Architect shall interpret and decide matters concerning performance under, and requirements of, the 
Contract Documents on written request of either the Owner or Contractor. The Architect’s response to such requests 
shall be made in writing within any time limits agreed upon or otherwise with reasonable promptness.

§ 3.6.2.4  Interpretations and decisions of the Architect shall be consistent with the intent of, and reasonably inferable 
from, the Contract Documents and shall be in writing or in the form of drawings. When making such interpretations 
and decisions, the Architect shall endeavor to secure faithful performance by both Owner and Contractor, shall not 
show partiality to either, and shall not be liable for results of interpretations or decisions rendered in good faith. The 
Architect’s decisions on matters relating to aesthetic effect shall be final if consistent with the intent expressed in the 
Contract Documents.

§ 3.6.2.5  Unless the Owner and Contractor designate another person to serve as an Initial Decision Maker, as that term 
is defined in AIA Document A201–2017, the Architect shall render initial decisions on Claims between the Owner and 
Contractor as provided in the Contract Documents. In no event shall the Architect be liable for decisions made in such 
capacity if made in good faith.

§ 3.6.3 Certificates for Payment to Contractor
§ 3.6.3.1 The Architect shall review and certify the amounts due the Contractor and shall issue certificates in such 
amounts. The Architect’s certification for payment shall constitute a representation to the Owner, based on the 
Architect’s evaluation of the Work as provided in Section 3.6.2 and on the data comprising the Contractor’s 
Application for Payment, that, to the best of the Architect’s knowledge, information and belief, the Work has 
progressed to the point indicated, the quality of the Work is in general accordance with the Contract Documents, and 
that the Contractor is entitled to payment in the amount certified. The foregoing representations are subject to (1) an 
evaluation of the Work for conformance with the Contract Documents upon Substantial Completion, (2) results of 
subsequent tests and inspections, (3) correction of minor deviations from the Contract Documents prior to completion, 
and (4) specific qualifications expressed by the Architect.
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§ 3.6.3.2 The issuance of a Certificate for Payment shall not be a representation that the Architect has (1) made 
exhaustive or continuous on-site inspections to check the quality or quantity of the Work, (2) reviewed construction 
means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures, (3) reviewed copies of requisitions received from 
Subcontractors and suppliers and other data requested by the Owner to substantiate the Contractor’s right to payment, 
or (4) ascertained how or for what purpose the Contractor has used money previously paid on account of the Contract 
Sum.

§ 3.6.3.3 The Architect shall maintain a record of the Applications and Certificates for Payment.

§ 3.6.4 Submittals
§ 3.6.4.1 The Architect shall review the Contractor’s submittal schedule when issued by the Contractor and shall not 
unreasonably delay or withhold approval of the schedule. The Architect’s action in reviewing submittals shall be taken 
in accordance with the approved submittal schedule or, in the absence of an approved submittal schedule, with 
reasonable promptness while allowing sufficient time, in the Architect’s professional judgment, to permit adequate 
review.

§ 3.6.4.2 The Architect shall review or take other appropriate action only  upon the Contractor’s submittals such as 
Shop Drawings, Product Data and Samples, that are required by the Contract Documents, but only for the limited 
purpose of checking for conformance with information given and the design concept expressed in the Contract 
Documents. Review of such submittals is not for the purpose of determining the accuracy and completeness of other 
information such as dimensions, quantities, and installation or performance specific details, of equipment or systems, 
which are the Contractor’s responsibility. The Architect’s review shall not constitute approval of safety precautions or 
construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures. The Architect’s approval of a specific item shall 
not indicate approval of an assembly of which the item is a component. Regardless of the review, notations or markups 
of the Architect on any submittal, shop drawing or product data, neither the Architect nor its consultants shall be 
responsible for any aspect of the submittal, shop drawing or product data which does not comply with the 
requirements of the Contract Documents, responsibility for which rests solely with the Contractor.

§ 3.6.4.3 If the Contract Documents specifically require the Contractor to provide professional design services or 
certifications by a design professional related to systems, materials, or equipment, the Architect or its consultants shall 
specify the appropriate performance and design criteria that such services must satisfy.  Subject to the terms of Article 
3.6.4.2, the Architect or its consultants shall retain Shop Drawings and other submittals related to the Work designed 
or certified by the Contractor’s design professional, provided the submittals bear such professional’s seal and 
signature when submitted to the Architect for informational purposes only. The Architect’s review shall be for the 
limited purpose of checking for conformance with information given and the design concept expressed in the Contract 
Documents. The Architect and its consultants shall be entitled to rely upon, and shall not be responsible for, the 
adequacy and accuracy of the services, certifications, and approvals performed or provided by such design 
professionals and shall have no responsibility for any errors or omissions in the services or documentation provided by 
the Contractor’s design professionals.

§ 3.6.4.4 Subject to Section 4.2, the Architect shall review and respond to requests for information about the Contract 
Documents. The Architect shall set forth, in the Contract Documents, the requirements for requests for information. 
Requests for information shall include, at a minimum, a detailed written statement that indicates the specific Drawings 
or Specifications in need of clarification and the nature of the clarification requested. The Architect’s response to such 
requests shall be made in writing within any time limits agreed upon, or otherwise with reasonable promptness. If 
appropriate, the Architect shall prepare and issue supplemental Drawings and Specifications in response to the 
requests for information.

§ 3.6.4.5 The Architect shall maintain a record of submittals and copies of submittals supplied by the Contractor in 
accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents.

§ 3.6.5 Changes in the Work
§ 3.6.5.1 The Architect may order minor changes in the Work that are consistent with the intent of the Contract 
Documents and do not involve an adjustment in the Contract Sum or an extension of the Contract Time. Subject to 
Section 4.2, the Architect shall prepare Change Orders and Construction Change Directives for the Owner’s approval 
and execution in accordance with the Contract Documents.
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§ 3.6.5.2 The Architect shall maintain records relative to changes in the Work under Article 3.6.5.1..

§ 3.6.6 Project Completion
§ 3.6.6.1 The Architect shall:

.1 conduct  on site reviews to determine the date or dates of Substantial Completion and the date of final 
completion;

.2 issue Certificates of Substantial Completion;

.3 forward to the Owner, for the Owner’s review and records, written warranties and related documents 
required by the Contract Documents and received from the Contractor; and,

.4 issue a final Certificate for Payment based upon a final  on site review indicating the Work observed by 
the Architect complies with the requirements of the Contract Documents.

§ 3.6.6.2  The Architect’s reviews shall be conducted with the Owner to check apparent conformance of the Work 
observed with the requirements of the Contract Documents and to verify the apparent accuracy and completeness of 
the punch list submitted to the Contractor of Work to be completed or corrected.

§ 3.6.6.3 The Architect’s inspections shall be conducted with the Owner to check overall conformance of the Work 
observed with the requirements of the Contract Documents and to verify the accuracy and completeness of the punch 
list submitted to the Contractor of Work to be completed or corrected.

§ 3.6.6.4 When Substantial Completion has been achieved, the Architect shall inform the Owner about the balance of 
the Contract Sum remaining to be paid the Contractor, including the amount to be retained from the Contract Sum, if 
any, for final completion or correction of the Work.

§ 3.6.6.5 The Architect shall forward to the Owner the following information received from the Contractor: (1) consent 
of surety or sureties, if any, to reduction in or partial release of retainage or the making of final payment; (2) affidavits, 
receipts, releases and waivers of liens, or bonds indemnifying the Owner against liens; and (3) any other 
documentation required of the Contractor under the Contract Documents.

§ 3.6.6.6 Upon written request of the Owner, and prior to the expiration of one year from the date of Substantial 
Completion, the Architect shall, without additional compensation, conduct a meeting with the Owner to review the 
facility operations and performance.

ARTICLE 4   SUPPLEMENTAL AND ADDITIONAL SERVICES
§ 4.1 Supplemental Services
§ 4.1.1 The services listed below are not included in Basic Services but may be required for the Project as indicated in 
Product Authorization exhibit to this Agreement. The Architect shall provide the listed Supplemental Services only if 
specifically designated in the table below as the Architect’s responsibility, and the Owner shall compensate the 
Architect as provided in Section 11.2. Unless otherwise specifically addressed in this Agreement, if neither the Owner 
nor the Architect is designated, the parties agree that the listed Supplemental Service is not being provided for the 
Project.
(Designate the Architect’s Supplemental Services and the Owner’s Supplemental Services required for the Project by 
indicating whether the Architect or Owner shall be responsible for providing the identified Supplemental Service. 
Insert a description of the Supplemental Services in Section 4.1.2 below or attach the description of services as an 
exhibit to this Agreement.)

Supplemental Services Responsibility
(Architect, Owner, or not provided)

§ 4.1.1.1 Programming Architect/Owner  

§ 4.1.1.2 Multiple preliminary designs Architect

§ 4.1.1.3 Measured drawings Not Provided

§ 4.1.1.4 Existing facilities surveys Not Provided

§ 4.1.1.5 Site evaluation and planning Architect/Owner
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Supplemental Services Responsibility
(Architect, Owner, or not provided)

§ 4.1.1.6 Building Information Modeling Architect/Owner
§ 4.1.1.7 Development of Building Information Models for 

post construction use
Not Provided

§ 4.1.1.8 Civil engineering Architect/Owner

§ 4.1.1.9 Landscape design Architect/Owner

§ 4.1.1.10 Architectural interior design Architect

§ 4.1.1.11 Value analysis Architect/Owner
§ 4.1.1.12 Detailed cost estimating beyond that 

required in Section 6.3
Architect/Owner

§ 4.1.1.13 On-site project representation Architect

§ 4.1.1.14 Conformed documents for construction Architect

§ 4.1.1.15 As-designed record drawings Architect

§ 4.1.1.16 As-constructed record drawings Constructor to Furnish

§ 4.1.1.17 Post-occupancy evaluation Architect

§ 4.1.1.18 Facility support services Architect 

§ 4.1.1.19 Tenant-related services Not Provided
§ 4.1.1.20 Architect’s coordination of the Owner’s 

consultants
Architect/Owner

§ 4.1.1.21 Telecommunications/data design Architect/Owner

§ 4.1.1.22 Security evaluation and planning Architect/Owner

§ 4.1.1.23 Commissioning Architect/Owner
§ 4.1.1.24 Sustainable Project Services pursuant to Section 

4.1.3
Architect

§ 4.1.1.25 LEED Consulting Not Provided

§ 4.1.1.26 Fast-track design services Architect

§ 4.1.1.27 Multiple bid packages Not Provided

§ 4.1.1.28 Historic preservation Not Provided

§ 4.1.1.29 Furniture, furnishings, and equipment design Architect/Owner
(Rows deleted)
§ 4.1.1.30Alternates Architect/Owner

§ 4.1.1.31 Called Inspections Architect/Owner

§ 4.1.2 Description of Supplemental Services
§ 4.1.2.1 A description of each Supplemental Service identified in Section 4.1.1 as the Architect’s responsibility is 
provided below.
(Describe in detail the Architect’s Supplemental Services identified in Section 4.1.1 or, if set forth in an exhibit, 
identify the exhibit. The AIA publishes a number of Standard Form of Architect’s Services documents that can be 
included as an exhibit to describe the Architect’s Supplemental Services.)

  
1. Program:  if applicable, the Architect shall provide services to develop a program consisting of concept 

budget, schedule and space program. The space program considers the number, size, type of space and 
groupings.

2. Multiple Preliminary Designs: if applicable, the Architect shall develop multiple graphic options for the 
Owner’s consideration for building concept, scope and space adjacencies. Space adjacencies show the 
relationship between spaces and functions.
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3. Measured Drawings & Existing Facilities Surveys: if applicable, the Architect and/or Engineer shall measure 
the existing facility(ies) and locating certain building systems/components to be incorporated in a digital 
format for use in design services.

4. Refer to Item 3 above.
5. Site Evaluation and Planning (B203TM-2007): criteria shall be developed for comparison and site usage 

options.
6. Building Information Modeling: if applicable, this service is a part of Basic Services.
7. Development of Building Information Models for post construction use: will not be provided.
8. Civil Engineering: unless explicitly called out and identified as part of the Architect’s team of 

sub-Consultants in a Project Authorization, the Owner shall have a separate contract with a Civil Engineer. 
The Engineer shall provide the design, engineering bidding and construction administration for both on-site 
and off-site civil engineering. The coordination of the Civil Engineer’s service with the Architect’s Engineers 
and consultant is a part of Basic Services.

9. Landscape Design: provide for the design, selection, bidding and construction administration for landscaping 
work.

10. Architectural Interior Design: if applicable, the interior design building components that are fixed and a part 
of the building interior is a part of Basic Services. Those interior design building components of floor 
covering, wall coverings, ceilings and fixed casework.

11. Value Analysis (B204TM-2007): several building systems/component options shall be developed within a 
building model to compare criteria such as; life cycle, energy cost, maintenance, operational cost, etc.

12. Detailed Cost Estimating: a detail estimate shall include developing a material and labor cost for each item 
within a building component of the building project.

13. On-Site Project Representation (B207TM-2008): if applicable, the Architect shall provide part-time or 
full-time on-site representation to observe the progress, quality and performance of the construction is being 
performed within the intent of the Contract Documents.

14. Conformed Construction Documents: if applicable, the Architect shall provide drawings and specifications 
that have been revised to incorporate addenda, changes and/or modifications. Any discrepancy between the 
"Conformed Construction Documents" and the "Bidding Documents", the "Bidding Documents" shall 
control.

15. As-Designed Record Drawings: if applicable, the Architect will submit one paper copy and one electronic 
copy of the documents to the Owner as a part of Basic Services.

16. As-Constructed Record Drawings: if applicable, a final set of documents incorporating all contractor 
revisions to the project as it was constructed would be produced.

17. Post Occupancy Evaluation: if applicable, the Architect shall meet with Owner’s representatives one year 
after the facility has been occupied to walk-thru the facility and discuss items of concern. This service is a 
part of the Basic Services.

18. Facility Support Services (B210TM-2007): if applicable, the Architect shall provide design services needed to 
support the Owner’s facility.

19. Tenant-related Services: will not be provided.
20. Coordination of Owner’s Consultants: coordinate work of the consultants retained directly by the owner 

under separate contract from the Architect’s consultants. If applicable, the Architect shall coordinate the 
Civil Engineer’s service with Architect’s Engineer and Consultants as a part of the Architect’s Basic 
Services.

21. Telecommunications/Data Design: provide services for the design, selection, biding and construction 
administration to telecommunication and data equipment.

22. Security Evaluation and Planning (B206TM-2007): provide one or more of these services that include; Facility 
Analysis, Risk Assessment and Security Design Concept.

23. Commissioning (B211TM-2007): provide verification that the installed mechanical and electrical systems are 
functioning and performing within the design criteria.

24. Extensive Environmentally Responsible Design (Sustainable Project Services pursuant to Section 4.1.3): if 
applicable, the Architect and Consultants shall provide services for the design and documentation of 
extensive environmentally responsible design features that are pursued short of LEED certification.

25. LEED® Certification (B214TM-2007): if applicable, the Architect and Consultants shall provide specialized 
studies, reports, engineering and documentation and provide other services that are required for sustainable 
design by US Green Building Council (LEED), Green Globes or similar organizations for possible 
certification.
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26. Fast-track design services: if applicable, the Architect and Engineers shall provide phased bidding packages 
to fast track the project, refer to Sections 1.1.6 and 5.4.1.

27. Multiple Bid Packages: will not be provided.
28. Historic Preservation (B205TM-2007): will not be provided.
29. Furniture, Furnishings & Equipment Design (B253TM-2007): provide design services, selection, bidding and 

overseeing the installations of furniture and equipment.
30. Alternates: if applicable, the Architect shall provide additional architectural and engineering service to 

incorporate into the Construction Documents bidding options for substitution and/or addition of materials, 
spaces and/or systems.

31. Called Inspections: if applicable, the Architect and Engineer shall inspect components of construction when 
notified by the Contractor in accordance with the building authority.

§ 4.1.2.2 A description of each Supplemental Service identified in Section 4.1.1 as the Owner’s responsibility is 
provided below.
(Describe in detail the Owner’s Supplemental Services identified in Section 4.1.1 or, if set forth in an exhibit, identify 
the exhibit.)

 If appropriate, shall be determined on individual projects as assigned by the Owner and incorporated in a Project 
Authorization exhibit to this Agreement.    

§ 4.1.3 If the Owner identified a Sustainable Objective in Article 1, the Architect shall provide, as a Supplemental 
Service, the Sustainability Services required in AIA Document E204™–2017, Sustainable Projects Exhibit, attached 
to this Agreement. The Owner shall compensate the Architect as provided in Section 11.2.

§ 4.2 Architect’s Additional Services
The Architect may provide Additional Services after execution of this Agreement without invalidating the Agreement. 
Except for services required due to the fault of the Architect, any Additional Services provided in accordance with this 
Section 4.2 shall entitle the Architect to compensation pursuant to Section 11.3 and an appropriate adjustment in the 
Architect’s schedule.

§ 4.2.1 Upon recognizing the need to perform the following Additional Services, the Architect shall notify the Owner 
with reasonable promptness and explain the facts and circumstances giving rise to the need. The Architect shall not 
proceed to provide the following Additional Services until the Architect receives the Owner’s written authorization:

.1 Services necessitated by a change in the Initial Information, previous instructions or approvals given by 
the Owner, or a material change in the Project including size, quality, complexity, the Owner’s 
schedule or budget for Cost of the Work, or procurement or delivery method;

.2 Services necessitated by the enactment or revision of codes, laws, or regulations, including changing or 
editing previously prepared Instruments of Service;

.3 Changing or editing previously prepared Instruments of Service necessitated by official interpretations 
of applicable codes, laws or regulations that are either (a) contrary to specific interpretations by the 
applicable authorities having jurisdiction made prior to the issuance of the building permit, or (b) 
contrary to requirements of the Instruments of Service when those Instruments of Service were 
prepared in accordance with the applicable standard of care;

.4 Services necessitated by decisions of the Owner not rendered in a timely manner or any other failure of 
performance on the part of the Owner or the Owner’s consultants or contractors;

.5 Preparing digital models or other design documentation for transmission to the Owner’s consultants 
and contractors, or to other Owner-authorized recipients;

.6 Preparation of design and documentation for alternate bid or proposal requests proposed by the Owner;

.7 Preparation for, and attendance at,  more than one (1) public presentation, community meeting or 
hearing other than Owner’s board meetings; Owner’s board meetings exceeding one per month shall be 
an additional service.

.8 Preparation for, and attendance at, a dispute resolution proceeding or legal proceeding, except where 
the Architect is party thereto;

.9 Evaluation of the qualifications of entities providing bids or proposals;

.10 Consultation concerning replacement of Work resulting from fire or other cause during construction; 
or,
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.11 Assistance to the Initial Decision Maker, if other than the Architect.

.12 Preparation and/or attendance at more than one (1) meeting with each utility provider.

§ 4.2.2 To avoid delay in the Construction Phase, the Architect shall provide the following Additional Services, notify 
the Owner with reasonable promptness, and explain the facts and circumstances giving rise to the need. If, upon 
receipt of the Architect’s notice, the Owner determines that all or parts of the services are not required, the Owner shall 
give prompt written notice to the Architect of the Owner’s determination. The Owner shall compensate the Architect 
for the services provided prior to the Architect’s receipt of the Owner’s notice.

.1 Reviewing a Contractor’s submittal out of sequence from the initial Project submittal schedule agreed 
to by the Architect;

.2 Responding to the Contractor’s requests for information that are not prepared in accordance with the 
Contract Documents or where such information is available to the Contractor from a careful study and 
comparison of the Contract Documents, field conditions, other Owner-provided information, 
Contractor-prepared coordination drawings, or prior Project correspondence or documentation;

.3 Preparing Change Orders and Construction Change Directives that require evaluation of Contractor’s 
proposals and supporting data, or the preparation or revision of Instruments of Service;

.4 Evaluating an extensive number of Claims as the Initial Decision Maker; or,

.5 Evaluating substitutions proposed by the Owner or Contractor and making subsequent revisions to 
Instruments of Service resulting therefrom.

§ 4.2.3 The Architect shall provide Construction Phase Services exceeding the limits set forth below as Additional 
Services. When the limits below are reached, the Architect shall notify the Owner:

.1 Up to two   ( 2   ) reviews of each Shop Drawing, Product Data item, sample and similar submittals of 
the Contractor

.2    (    ) visits to the site by the Architect during construction shall be determined on individual projects 
as assigned and incorporated in a Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement.

.3 One   ( 1   )  review for any portion of the Work to determine whether such portion of the Work  
appears substantially complete in accordance with the requirements of the Contract Documents

.4 One   ( 1   ) inspections for any portion of the Work to determine final completion.

§ 4.2.4 Except for services required under Section 3.6.6.5 and those services that do not exceed the limits set forth in 
Section 4.2.3, Construction Phase Services provided more than 60 days after (1) the date of Substantial Completion of 
the Work or (2) the initial date of Substantial Completion identified in the agreement between the Owner and 
Contractor, whichever is earlier, shall be compensated as Additional Services to the extent the Architect incurs 
additional cost in providing those Construction Phase Services.

§ 4.2.5 If the services covered by the individual project’s Project Authorization to this Agreement have not been 
completed within  the time indicated in the individual project’s Project Authorization, through no fault of the 
Architect, extension of the Architect’s services beyond that time shall be compensated as Additional Services.

ARTICLE 5   OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES
§ 5.1 Unless otherwise provided for under this Agreement or in a Project Authorization exhibit to this Agreement, the 
Owner shall provide information in a timely manner regarding requirements for and limitations on the Project, 
including a written program, which shall set forth the Owner’s objectives; schedule; constraints and criteria, including 
space requirements and relationships; flexibility; expandability; special equipment; systems; and site requirements.

§ 5.2 The Owner shall establish the Owner’s budget for the Project, including (1) the budget for the Cost of the Work 
as defined in Section 6.1; (2) the Owner’s other costs; and, (3) reasonable contingencies related to all of these costs 
including design changes necessitated by unforeseen conditions or concealed conditions or a reasonable number of 
conflicts, errors or inconsistencies in the Contract Documents within the standard of care set forth herein. The Owner 
shall update the Owner’s budget for the Project as necessary throughout the duration of the Project until final 
completion. If the Owner significantly increases or decreases the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work, the Owner 
shall notify the Architect. The Owner and the Architect shall thereafter agree to a corresponding change in the 
Project’s scope and quality.
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§ 5.3 The Owner shall identify a representative authorized to act on the Owner’s behalf with respect to the Project. The 
Owner shall render decisions and approve the Architect’s submittals in a timely manner in order to avoid unreasonable 
delay in the orderly and sequential progress of the Architect’s services.

§ 5.4 The Owner shall furnish surveys to describe physical characteristics, legal limitations and utility locations for the 
site of the Project, and a written legal description of the site. The surveys and legal information shall include, as 
applicable, grades and lines of streets, alleys, pavements and adjoining property and structures; designated wetlands; 
adjacent drainage; rights-of-way, restrictions, easements, encroachments, zoning, deed restrictions, boundaries and 
contours of the site; locations, dimensions, and other necessary data with respect to existing buildings, other 
improvements and trees; and information concerning available utility services and lines, both public and private, 
above and below grade, including inverts and depths. All the information on the survey shall be referenced to a Project 
benchmark.

§ 5.5 The Owner shall furnish services of geotechnical engineers, which may include test borings, test pits, 
determinations of soil bearing values, percolation tests, evaluations of hazardous materials, seismic evaluation, ground 
corrosion tests and resistivity tests, including necessary operations for anticipating subsoil conditions, with written 
reports and appropriate recommendations.

§ 5.6 The Owner shall provide the Supplemental Services designated as the Owner’s responsibility in Section 4.1.1.

§ 5.7 If the Owner identified a Sustainable Objective in Article 1, the Owner shall fulfill its responsibilities as required 
in AIA Document E204™–2017, Sustainable Projects Exhibit, attached to this Agreement.

§ 5.8 The Owner shall coordinate the services of its own consultants with those services provided by the Architect. 
Upon the Architect’s request, the Owner shall furnish copies of the scope of services in the contracts between the 
Owner and the Owner’s consultants. The Owner shall furnish the services of consultants other than those designated as 
the responsibility of the Architect in this Agreement, or authorize the Architect to furnish them as an Additional 
Service, when the Architect requests such services and demonstrates that they are reasonably required by the scope of 
the Project. The Owner shall require that its consultants and contractors maintain insurance, including professional 
liability insurance, as appropriate to the services or work provided.

§ 5.9 The Owner shall furnish tests, inspections and reports required by law or the Contract Documents, such as 
structural, mechanical, and chemical tests, tests for air and water pollution, and tests for hazardous materials.

§ 5.10 The Owner shall furnish all legal, insurance and accounting services, including auditing services, that may be 
reasonably necessary at any time for the Project to meet the Owner’s needs and interests.

§ 5.11 The Owner shall provide prompt written notice to the Architect if the Owner becomes aware of any fault or 
defect in the Project, including errors, omissions or inconsistencies in the Architect’s Instruments of Service.

§ 5.12 The Owner shall include the Architect in all communications with the Contractor that relate to or affect the 
Architect’s services or professional responsibilities. The Owner shall promptly notify the Architect of the substance of 
any direct communications between the Owner and the Contractor otherwise relating to the Project. Communications 
by and with the Architect’s consultants shall be through the Architect.

§ 5.13 Before executing the Contract for Construction, the Owner shall coordinate the Architect’s duties and 
responsibilities set forth in the Contract for Construction with the Architect’s services set forth in this Agreement. The 
Owner shall provide the Architect a copy of the executed agreement between the Owner and Contractor, including the 
General Conditions of the Contract for Construction.

§ 5.14 The Owner shall provide the Architect access to the Project site prior to commencement of the Work and shall 
obligate the Contractor to provide the Architect access to the Work wherever it is in preparation or progress.

§ 5.15 Within 15 days after receipt of a written request from the Architect, the Owner shall furnish the requested 
information as necessary and relevant for the Architect to evaluate, give notice of, or enforce lien rights.
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§ 5.16 The Owner shall contract separately for the consulting services in this Article 5. Unless otherwise indicated 
herein, the services to be provided by Owner’s consultants shall be performed by licensed professionals who shall 
affix their seals on the appropriate documents prepared by them. The Owner shall require its consultants to coordinate 
their drawings and other instruments of service with those of the Architect and to advise the Architect of any potential 
conflicts. The Architect shall have no responsibility for the components of the Project designed by Owner’s 
consultants or for the adequacy of their drawings or other documentation. Review by the Architect of the work product 
of Owner’s consultants is solely for consistency with the Architect’s design concept of the Project. The Architect shall 
be entitled to rely on the technical sufficiency and timely delivery of documents and services furnished by those 
consultants in connection with such work product and shall not be required to review or verify calculations, designs or 
other documentation for compliance with applicable codes, laws, ordinances, rules and regulations nor shall Architect 
be responsible to discover errors or omissions in such documents or services. To the fullest extent permitted by law, 
the Owner shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Architect and its consultants from and against all claims, 
liabilities, damages, losses and expenses, including attorney’s fees, arising out of services performed by Owner’s 
consultants, including if or when Owner contends the Architect or its consultants should have discovered errors or 
omissions in the services of Owner’s consultants.

§ 5.17 If the Owner deviates from or authorizes deviations, recorded or unrecorded, from the Contract Documents 
without the written agreement of the Architect, the Owner shall, to the fullest extent permitted by law, defend, 
indemnify and hold harmless the Architect and its consultants from and against all claims, liabilities, damages, losses 
and expenses, including attorney’s fees, arising out of or resulting from such deviations.

§ 5.18 The Owner shall include in all contracts for construction Articles 3.5 and 3.18 of the AIA A-201 General 
Conditions of the Contract for Construction 2017 Edition.

§ 5.19 The Owner shall include in all contracts for construction, the requirement that the contractor(s) name the Owner 
and Architect as additional insureds on all liability insurance policies required of the contractors for the Project. Such 
insurance shall be required to be primary and non-contributory over any insurance carried by the Owner or Architect.

ARTICLE 6   COST OF THE WORK
§ 6.1 For purposes of this Agreement, the Cost of the Work shall be the total cost to the Owner to construct all elements 
of the Project designed or specified by the Architect and shall include contractors’ general conditions costs, overhead 
and profit. The Cost of the Work also includes the reasonable value of labor, materials, and equipment, donated to, or 
otherwise furnished by, the Owner. The Cost of the Work does not include the compensation of the Architect; the costs 
of the land, rights-of-way, financing, or contingencies for changes in the Work; or other costs that are the 
responsibility of the Owner.

§ 6.1.1 Cost of the Work shall include an Owner’s contingency in the amount of three (3%) percent of the Owner’s 
budget for construction to cover ambiguities, inconsistencies, incompleteness, errors or omissions in the Instruments 
of Service as defined in Article 7 herein furnished by the Architect. The Architect shall not be liable for errors or 
omissions unless such errors or omissions both exceed the contingency and constitute a breach of the standard of care 
set forth herein.

§ 6.2 The Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work is provided in Initial Information, and shall be adjusted throughout 
the Project as required under Sections 5.2, 6.4 and 6.5. Evaluations of the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work, 
and the preliminary estimate of the Cost of the Work and updated estimates of the Cost of the Work, prepared by the 
Architect, represent the Architect’s judgment as a design professional. It is recognized, however, that neither the 
Architect nor the Owner has control over the cost of labor, materials, or equipment; the Contractor’s methods of 
determining bid prices; or competitive bidding, market, or negotiating conditions. Accordingly, the Architect cannot 
and does not warrant or represent that bids or negotiated prices will not vary from the Owner’s budget for the Cost of 
the Work, or from any estimate of the Cost of the Work, or evaluation, prepared or agreed to by the Architect, and the 
Architect shall have no responsibility for such variance nor shall the Architect be responsible if the bids or Cost of the 
Work exceeds the estimate or Owner’s budget.

§ 6.3 In preparing estimates of the Cost of Work, the Architect shall be permitted to include contingencies for design, 
bidding, and price escalation; to determine what materials, equipment, component systems, and types of construction 
are to be included in the Contract Documents; to recommend reasonable adjustments in the program and scope of the 
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Project; and to include design alternates as may be necessary to adjust the estimated Cost of the Work to meet the 
Owner’s budget. The Architect’s estimate of the Cost of the Work shall be based on current area, volume or similar 
conceptual estimating techniques. If the Owner requires a detailed estimate of the Cost of the Work, the Architect shall 
provide such an estimate, if identified as the Architect’s responsibility in Section 4.1.1, as a Supplemental Service.

§ 6.4 If, through no fault of the Architect, the Procurement Phase has not commenced within 90 days after the 
Architect submits the Construction Documents to the Owner, the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work shall be 
adjusted to reflect changes in the general level of prices in the applicable construction market.

§ 6.5 If at any time the Architect’s estimate of the Cost of the Work exceeds the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the 
Work, the Architect shall make appropriate recommendations to the Owner to adjust the Project’s size, quality, or 
budget for the Cost of the Work, and the Owner shall cooperate with the Architect in making such adjustments.

§ 6.6 If the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work at the conclusion of the Construction Documents Phase Services 
is exceeded by the lowest bona fide bid or negotiated proposal, the Owner shall

.1 give written approval of an increase in the budget for the Cost of the Work;

.2 authorize rebidding or renegotiating of the Project within a reasonable time;

.3 terminate in accordance with Section 9.5;

.4 in consultation with the Architect, revise the Project program, scope, or quality as required to reduce 
the Cost of the Work; or,

.5 implement any other mutually acceptable alternative.

§ 6.7 If the Owner chooses to proceed under Section 6.6.4, the Architect shall modify the Construction Documents as 
necessary to comply with the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work at the conclusion of the Construction 
Documents Phase Services, or the budget as adjusted under Section 6.6.1. If the Owner requires the Architect to 
modify the Construction Documents because the lowest bona fide bid or negotiated proposal exceeds the Owner’s 
budget for the Cost of the Work due to market conditions the Architect could not reasonably anticipate, the Owner 
shall compensate the Architect for the modifications as an Additional Service pursuant to Section 11.3; otherwise the 
Architect’s services for modifying the Construction Documents shall be without additional compensation. In any 
event, the Architect’s modification of the Construction Documents shall be the limit of the Architect’s responsibility 
under this Article 6.

ARTICLE 7   COPYRIGHTS AND LICENSES
§ 7.1 The Architect and the Owner warrant that in transmitting Instruments of Service, or any other information, the 
transmitting party is the copyright owner of such information or has permission from the copyright owner to transmit 
such information for its use on the Project.

§ 7.2 The Architect and the Architect’s consultants shall be deemed the authors and owners of their respective 
Instruments of Service, including the Drawings and Specifications, and shall retain all common law, statutory and 
other reserved rights, including copyrights. Submission or distribution of Instruments of Service to meet official 
regulatory requirements or for similar purposes in connection with the Project is not to be construed as publication in 
derogation of the reserved rights of the Architect and the Architect’s consultants.

§ 7.3 The Architect grants to the Owner a nonexclusive license to use the Architect’s Instruments of Service solely and 
exclusively for purposes of constructing, using and maintaining the Project or for informational purposes only in 
connection with any alteration or addition to the Project, provided that the Owner substantially performs its 
obligations under this Agreement, including prompt payment of all sums due pursuant to Article 9 and Article 11. The 
Architect shall obtain similar nonexclusive licenses from the Architect’s consultants consistent with this Agreement. 
The license granted under this section permits the Owner to authorize the Contractor, Subcontractors, 
Sub-subcontractors, and suppliers, as well as the Owner’s consultants and separate contractors, to reproduce 
applicable portions of the Instruments of Service, subject to any protocols established pursuant to Section 1.3, solely 
and exclusively for use in performing services or construction for the Project. If the Architect rightfully terminates this 
Agreement for cause as provided in Section 9.4, or the Architect is terminated without cause as provided in Section 
9.5, the license granted in this Section 7.3 shall terminate.
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§ 7.3.1 In the event the Owner uses the Instruments of Service without retaining the authors of the Instruments of 
Service or obtaining the Architect’s written consent, the Owner releases the Architect and Architect’s consultant(s) 
from all claims and causes of action arising from such uses. The Owner, to the extent permitted by law, further agrees 
to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Architect and its consultants from all costs and expenses, including the 
cost of defense, related to claims and causes of action asserted by any third person or entity to the extent such costs and 
expenses arise from the Owner’s use of the Instruments of Service under this Section 7.3.1. 

§ 7.4 Except for the licenses granted in this Article 7, no other license or right shall be deemed granted or implied under 
this Agreement. The Owner shall not assign, delegate, sublicense, pledge or otherwise transfer any license granted 
herein to another party without the prior written agreement of the Architect. Any unauthorized use of the Instruments 
of Service shall be at the Owner’s sole risk and without liability to the Architect and the Architect’s consultants.

§ 7.5 The following provisions apply to any Instruments of Service provided in electronic format:

§ 7.5.1 The official Instruments of Service are the signed and sealed Drawings and Specification issued in paper format 
for use in connection with the Project.

§ 7.5.2 The Architect may, in its sole discretion, provide for use to Owner from time to time upon request by Owner for 
its convenience, the Architect’s Building Information Model ("BIM") and/or CAD or other electronic files. The design 
documents, calculations, drawings, details, backgrounds and other information prepared by the Architect in electronic 
format, whether incorporated in the BIM Model or in CAD format (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Electronic 
Instruments of Service") are instruments of the professional architectural service intended for use only in connection 
with the construction of this Project. The Electronic Instruments of Service are and shall remain the property of the 
Architect.

§ 7.5.3 The Electronic Instruments of Service are provided for the sole purpose of communicating the state of the 
design to date, and Owner acknowledges that such Electronic Instruments of Service may not be final or complete. 
Owner acknowledges that use by Owner or its contractors of the Electronic Instruments of Service is at the user’s sole 
risk and responsibility. Under no circumstances shall such Electronic Instruments of Service be used on other projects, 
for additions to the project or completion of this Project by another design professional without the written consent of 
the Architect. Any such use or reuse by the Owner or others without the written consent of the Architect for the 
specific purpose intended shall be at the Owner’s sole risk and without liability to the Architect. The Owner shall, to 
the fullest extent permitted by law, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Architect and its consultants from all 
claims, liabilities, damages, losses and expenses, including attorney’s fees, arising out of or resulting from Owner’s 
use or reuse of the Electronic Instruments of Service or any use in violation of any terms of this Article. Any such 
consent or adaptation for use shall entitle the Architect to further compensation at rates to be mutually agreed upon by 
the Owner and Architect. 

§ 7.5.4 Because of the possibility that data stored on electronic media or delivered in machine readable format may be 
subject to alteration, deterioration, incompatibility, translation and readability issues, whether inadvertently or 
otherwise, the Owner agrees that the Architect shall not have responsibility or liability in connection with the 
completeness, accuracy or correctness of the Electronic Instruments of Service, information and data and use by the 
Owner is at its sole risk and responsibility. The Architect reserves the right to retain hard copy originals of all Project 
documentation delivered to the owner in machine readable form, which originals shall be referred to and shall govern 
in the event of any inconsistency between the hard copy originals and the electronic information. No software shall be 
transferred to the Owner. The Owner’s right to use electronic files or to use the paper Instruments of Service prepared 
by the Architect is conditional upon the owner in full compliance with its obligations under this Agreement.

§ 7.5.5 The Owner acknowledges and understands that the use and automated conversion of information and data in 
the Electronic Instruments of Service provided by the Architect to a derivative work, model, or alternate system, 
format or version by the owner may not be accomplished without the introduction of inexactitudes, anomalies, or 
errors. In the event the Electronic Instruments of Service provided are so used or converted, the Owner agrees to 
assume all risks associated therewith and releases the Architect from such responsibility and to the fullest extent 
permitted by law, the Owner shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Architect and its consultants from and 
against all claims, liabilities, losses, damages and expenses, including, but not limited to attorney’s fees, arising in 
connection therewith.
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§ 7.5.6 The electronic data files are intended to work only as described in the Agreement. These files are compatible 
only on AutoCAD 2012 or Revit Architecture 2012 or later releases. The Owner shall verify drawing release number 
and file format with the Architect at the time the files are transmitted. The Architect makes no warranty as to the 
compatibility of the Electronic Instruments of Service.

§ 7.6 Except as otherwise stated in Section 7.3, the provisions of this Article 7 shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement.

ARTICLE 8   CLAIMS AND DISPUTES
§ 8.1 General
§ 8.1.1 The Owner and Architect shall commence all claims and causes of action against the other and arising out of or 
related to this Agreement, whether in contract, tort, or otherwise, in accordance with the requirements of the binding 
dispute resolution method selected in this Agreement and within the period specified by applicable law, but in any 
case not more than 10 years after the date of Substantial Completion of the Work. The Owner and Architect waive all 
claims and causes of action not commenced in accordance with this Section 8.1.1.

§ 8.1.2 To the extent damages are covered by property insurance, the Owner and Architect waive all rights against each 
other and against the contractors, consultants, agents, and employees of the other for damages, except such rights as 
they may have to the proceeds of such insurance as set forth in AIA Document A201–2017, General Conditions of the 
Contract for Construction. The Owner or the Architect, as appropriate, shall require of the contractors, consultants, 
agents, and employees of any of them, similar waivers in favor of the other parties enumerated herein. The Owner 
shall name or require that its contractor(s) name the Architect as an additional insured under any Builders Risk or 
property insurance policy maintained on the Project.

§ 8.1.3 The Architect and Owner waive consequential damages, including, without limitation, lost profits, lost 
revenues, delay damages, loss of market, financing charges, interest and overhead for claims, disputes, or other 
matters in question, arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the services provided. This mutual waiver is 
applicable, without limitation, to all consequential damages due to either party’s termination of this Agreement, 
except as specifically provided in Section 9.7.

§ 8.2 Mediation
§ 8.2.1 Any claim, dispute or other matter in question arising out of or related to this Agreement shall be subject to 
mediation as a condition precedent to  litigation. If such matter relates to or is the subject of a lien arising out of the 
Architect’s services, the Architect may proceed in accordance with applicable law to comply with the lien notice or 
filing deadlines prior to resolution of the matter by mediation or by  litigation. Prior to the initiation of mediation, on 
written notice of either party to the other of a n intent to mediate a dispute under this Agreement, each party shall 
designate a representative and shall meet within five (5) days after service of the notice of intent to mediate. The 
parties shall attempt to resolve the dispute through negotiation within ten (10) days of the meeting. Should the parties 
be unable to agree on a resolution with such ten (10) day period, the parties shall proceed to mediation as set forth 
herein.

§ 8.2.2 The Owner and Architect shall endeavor to resolve claims, disputes and other matters in question between them 
by mediation, which, unless the parties mutually agree otherwise, shall be administered by the American Arbitration 
Association  or such forum as the Owner and Architect may mutually agree in accordance with the administrative 
rules of the mediation service in effect on the date of this Agreement. A request for mediation shall be made in writing, 
delivered to the other party to this Agreement, and filed with the person or entity administering the mediation. The 
request may be made concurrently with the filing of a complaint  but, in such event, mediation shall proceed in 
advance of litigation, which shall be stayed pending mediation for a period of 60 days from the date of filing, unless 
stayed for a longer period by agreement of the parties or court order. 

§ 8.2.3 The parties shall share the mediator’s fee and any filing fees equally. The mediation shall be held in the place 
where the Project is located, unless another location is mutually agreed upon. Agreements reached in mediation shall 
be enforceable as settlement agreements in any court having jurisdiction thereof.
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§ 8.2.4 If the parties do not resolve a dispute through mediation pursuant to this Section 8.2, the method of binding 
dispute resolution shall be the following:
(Check the appropriate box.)

[    ] Arbitration pursuant to Section 8.3 of this Agreement

[ X   ] Litigation in a court of competent jurisdiction, specifically Madison County, Illinois, Southern District 
of Illinois

[    ] Other: (Specify)

  

If the Owner and Architect do not select a method of binding dispute resolution, or do not subsequently agree in 
writing to a binding dispute resolution method other than litigation, the dispute will be resolved in a court of competent 
jurisdiction.

(Paragraphs deleted)
ARTICLE 9   TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION
§ 9.1 If the Owner fails to make payments to the Architect in accordance with this Agreement, such failure shall be 
considered substantial nonperformance and cause for termination or, at the Architect’s option, cause for suspension of 
performance of services under this Agreement. If the Architect elects to suspend services, the Architect shall give 
seven days’ written notice to the Owner before suspending services. In the event of a suspension of services, the 
Architect shall have no liability to the Owner for delay or damage caused the Owner because of such suspension of 
services.  The Owner shall promptly pay the Architect all sums due prior to suspension and any expenses incurred in 
the interruption  of the Architect’s services. Upon resumption of the Architect’s services, the Architect’s fees for the 
remaining services and the time schedules shall be equitably adjusted.

§ 9.2 If the Owner suspends the Project, the Architect shall be compensated for services performed prior to notice of 
such suspension. When the Project is resumed, the Architect shall be compensated for expenses incurred in the 
interruption and resumption of the Architect’s services. The Architect’s fees for the remaining services and the time 
schedules shall be equitably adjusted.

§ 9.3 If the Owner suspends the Project for more than 90 cumulative days for reasons other than the fault of the 
Architect, the Architect may terminate this Agreement by giving not less than seven days’ written notice. 

§ 9.4 Either party may terminate this Agreement upon not less than seven days’ written notice should the other party 
fail substantially to perform in accordance with the terms of this Agreement through no fault of the party initiating the 
termination.

§ 9.5 The Owner may terminate this Agreement upon not less than seven days’ written notice to the Architect for the 
Owner’s convenience and without cause.

§ 9.6 If the Owner terminates this Agreement for its convenience pursuant to Section 9.5, or the Architect terminates 
this Agreement pursuant to Section 9.3, the Owner shall compensate the Architect for services performed prior to 
termination, Reimbursable Expenses incurred, and costs attributable to termination, including the costs attributable to 
the Architect’s termination of consultant agreements.

§ 9.7 In addition to any amounts paid under Section 9.6, if the Owner terminates this Agreement for its convenience 
pursuant to Section 9.5, or the Architect terminates this Agreement pursuant to Section 9.3, the Owner shall pay to the 
Architect the following fees:
(Set forth below the amount of any termination or licensing fee, or the method for determining any termination or 
licensing fee.)

.1 Termination Fee:
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Up to and include the extent of fee earned on the date of termination.  

.2 Licensing Fee if the Owner intends to continue using the Architect’s Instruments of Service:

Full Project Authorization fee, plus a fee to be negotiated prior to release of Architect’s Instruments of 
Service.  

§ 9.8 Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, this Agreement shall terminate one year from the date of 
Substantial Completion.

§ 9.9 The Owner’s rights to use the Architect’s Instruments of Service in the event of a termination of this Agreement 
are set forth in Article 7 and Section 9.7. In no event shall Architect be liable for any errors or omissions in the 
Instruments of Service if Owner is rightfully terminated under Sections 9.1, 9.3 or 9.4 or Architect is terminated under 
Section 9.5.

ARTICLE 10   MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
§ 10.1 This Agreement shall be governed by the law of the place where the Project is located.

§ 10.2 Terms in this Agreement, if not defined herein, shall have the same meaning as those in AIA Document 
A201–2017, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction.

§ 10.3 The Owner and Architect, respectively, bind themselves, their agents, successors, assigns, and legal 
representatives to this Agreement. Neither the Owner nor the Architect shall assign this Agreement without the written 
consent of the other, except that the Owner may assign this Agreement to a lender providing financing for the Project 
if the lender agrees to assume the Owner’s rights and obligations under this Agreement, including any payments due to 
the Architect by the Owner prior to the assignment.

§ 10.4 If the Owner requests the Architect to execute certificates, the proposed language of such certificates shall be 
submitted to the Architect for review at least 14 days prior to the requested dates of execution. If the Owner requests 
the Architect to execute consents reasonably required to facilitate assignment to a lender, the Architect shall execute 
all such consents that are consistent with this Agreement, provided the proposed consent is submitted to the Architect 
for review at least 14 days prior to execution. The Architect shall not be required to execute certificates or consents 
that would require knowledge, services, or responsibilities beyond the scope of this Agreement.

§ 10.5 Nothing contained in this Agreement shall create a contractual relationship with, or a cause of action in favor of, 
a third party against either the Owner or Architect.

§ 10.6 Unless otherwise required in this Agreement, the Architect shall have no responsibility for the discovery, 
presence, handling, removal or disposal of, or exposure of persons to, hazardous materials or toxic substances in any 
form at the Project site.

§ 10.7 The Architect shall have the right to include photographic or artistic representations of the design of the Project 
among the Architect’s promotional and professional materials. The Architect shall be given reasonable access to the 
completed Project to make such representations. However, the Architect’s materials shall not include the Owner’s 
confidential or proprietary information if the Owner has previously advised the Architect in writing of the specific 
information considered by the Owner to be confidential or proprietary. The Owner shall provide professional credit for 
the Architect in the Owner’s promotional materials for the Project. This Section 10.7 shall survive the termination of 
this Agreement unless the Owner terminates this Agreement for cause pursuant to Section 9.4.

§ 10.8 If the Architect or Owner receives non-public information specifically designated as "confidential" or "business 
proprietary," the receiving party shall keep such information strictly confidential and shall not disclose it to any other 
person except as set forth in Section 10.8.1. This Section 10.8 shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

§ 10.8.1 The receiving party may disclose "confidential" or "business proprietary" information after 7 days’ notice to 
the other party, when required by law, arbitrator’s order, or court order, including a subpoena or other form of 
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compulsory legal process issued by a court or governmental entity, or to the extent such information is reasonably 
necessary for the receiving party to defend itself in any dispute. The receiving party may also disclose such 
information to its employees, consultants, or contractors in order to perform services or work solely and exclusively 
for the Project, provided those employees, consultants and contractors are subject to the restrictions on the disclosure 
and use of such information as set forth in this Section 10.8.

§ 10.9 The invalidity of any provision of the Agreement shall not invalidate the Agreement or its remaining provisions. 
If it is determined that any provision of the Agreement violates any law, or is otherwise invalid or unenforceable, then 
that provision shall be revised to the extent necessary to make that provision legal and enforceable. In such case the 
Agreement shall be construed, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to give effect to the parties’ intentions and 
purposes in executing the Agreement.

ARTICLE 11   COMPENSATION
§ 11.1 For the Architect’s Basic Services described under Article 3, the Owner shall compensate the Architect as 
follows:  To be determined on individual projects as assigned and incorporated in a Project Authorization exhibit to 
this Agreement.

.1 Stipulated Sum
(Insert amount)

  

.2 Percentage Basis
(Insert percentage value)

   (   ) % of the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work, as calculated in accordance with Section 11.6.

.3 Other
(Describe the method of compensation)

  

§ 11.2 For the Architect’s Supplemental Services designated in Section 4.1.1 and for any Sustainability Services 
required pursuant to Section 4.1.3, the Owner shall compensate the Architect as follows:
(Insert amount of, or basis for, compensation. If necessary, list specific services to which particular methods of 
compensation apply.)

To be determined on individual projects as assigned and incorporated in a Project Authorization exhibit to this 
Agreement. 

1. Program, Multiple Preliminary Design, Measured Drawings, Existing Facilities Surveys and Site Evaluation 
and Planning: service fees shall be billed hourly using hourly billing rates or on mutually agreed upon 
stipulated sum once the scope is finalized.

2. Civil Engineering: engineering services are under a separate contract with the Owner.
3. Landscape Design: service fees shall be based on mutually agreed upon stipulated sum once the scope is 

finalized.
4. Value Analysis, Detailed Cost Estimating and On-site Project Representation: service fees shall be billed 

hourly using hourly billing rates.
5. Conformed Construction Documents, As-Designed Record Drawings and As-Constructed Record 

Documents: service fees shall be billed hourly using hourly billing rates or based on mutability agreed upon 
stipulated sum.

6. Telecommunications/Data Design and Security Evaluation and Planning: service fees shall be billed hourly 
using hourly billing rates or based on mutability agreed upon stipulated sum or percentage of the Cost of the 
Work.

7. Facility Support Services 7 Coordination of Owner’s Consultants (excluding Civil Engineer): service fees 
shall be billed hourly using hourly billing rates or based on mutually agreed upon stipulated sum.
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8. Commissioning, Extensive Environmentally Responsible and LEED® Certification: service fees shall be 
billed hourly using hourly billing rates or based on mutually agreed upon stipulated sum.

9. Fast-track Design Services: service fees shall be billed hourly u sing hourly billing rates or based on mutually 
agreed upon stipulated sum.

10. Furniture, Furnishings & Equipment Design: service fees shall be billed hourly using hourly billing rates or 
based on mutually agreed upon stipulated sum or percentage of the Cost of the Work.

11. Alternates: service fees for Alternates shall be either a percentage of the Cost of the Work, billed hourly using 
hourly billing rates and/or based on mutually agreed upon stipulated sum determined by the complexity of 
alternate.

12. Called Inspections: service fees for Called Inspections shall be billed hourly using hourly billing rates.

§ 11.3 For Additional Services that may arise during the course of the Project, including those under Section 4.2, the 
Owner shall compensate the Architect as follows:
(Insert amount of, or basis for, compensation.)

To be determined on individual projects as assigned and incorporated in a Project Authorization exhibit to this 
Agreement. 

§ 11.4 Compensation for Supplemental and Additional Services of the Architect’s consultants when not included in 
Section 11.2 or 11.3, shall be the amount invoiced to the Architect one and one tenth (1.1):
(Insert amount of, or basis for computing, Architect’s consultants’ compensation for Supplemental or Additional 
Services.)

  

§ 11.5 When compensation for Basic Services is based on a stipulated sum or a percentage basis, the proportion of 
compensation for each phase of services shall be as follows:

Schematic Design Phase fifteen  percent  ( 15  %)
Design Development Phase twenty  percent  ( 20 %)
Construction Documents 
Phase

thirty-seven  percent  ( 37  %)

Procurement Phase three  percent  ( 3    %)
Construction Phase twenty-five  percent  ( 25  %)
  
Total Basic Compensation one hundred percent  ( 100 %)

§ 11.6 When compensation identified in Section 11.1 is on a percentage basis, progress payments for each phase of 
Basic Services shall be calculated by multiplying the percentages identified in this Article by the Owner’s most recent 
budget for the Cost of the Work. Compensation paid in previous progress payments shall not be adjusted based on 
subsequent updates to the Owner’s budget for the Cost of the Work.

§ 11.6.1 When compensation is on a percentage basis and any portions of the Project are deleted or otherwise not 
constructed, compensation for those portions of the Project shall be payable to the extent services are performed on 
those portions. The Architect shall be entitled to compensation in accordance with this Agreement for all services 
performed whether or not the Construction Phase is commenced.

§ 11.7 The hourly billing rates for services of the Architect and the Architect’s consultants are set forth below. The 
rates shall be adjusted periodically in accordance with the Architect’s and Architect’s consultants’ normal review 
practices.
(If applicable, attach an exhibit of hourly billing rates or insert them below.)

See attached Exhibit – FGM Hourly Rate Schedule, included with Project Authorization.  

Employee or Category Rate ($0.00)
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§ 11.8 Compensation for Reimbursable Expenses
§ 11.8.1 Reimbursable Expenses are in addition to compensation for Basic, Supplemental, and Additional Services and 
include expenses incurred by the Architect and the Architect’s consultants directly related to the Project, as follows:

.1 Transportation and authorized out-of-town travel and subsistence;

.2 Long distance services, dedicated data and communication services, teleconferences, Project web sites, 
and extranets;

.3 Permitting and other fees required by authorities having jurisdiction over the Project;

.4 Printing, reproductions, plots, and standard form documents;

.5 Postage, handling, and delivery;

.6 Expense of overtime work requiring higher than regular rates, if authorized in advance by the Owner;

.7 Renderings, physical models, mock-ups, professional photography, and presentation materials 
requested by the Owner or required for the Project;

.8 If required by the Owner, and with the Owner’s prior written approval, the Architect’s consultants’ 
expenses of professional liability insurance dedicated exclusively to this Project, or the expense of 
additional insurance coverage or limits in excess of that normally maintained by the Architect’s 
consultants;

.9 All taxes levied on professional services and on reimbursable expenses;

.10 Site office expenses;

.11 Registration fees and any other fees charged by the Certifying Authority or by other entities as 
necessary to achieve the Sustainable Objective; and,

.12 Other similar Project-related expenditures.

§ 11.8.2 For Reimbursable Expenses the compensation shall be the expenses incurred by the Architect and the 
Architect’s consultants  one and one-tenth (1.1) of the expenses incurred.

§ 11.9 Architect’s Insurance. If the types and limits of coverage required in Section 2.5 are in addition to the types and 
limits the Architect normally maintains, the Owner shall pay the Architect for the additional costs incurred by the 
Architect for the additional coverages as set forth below:
(Insert the additional coverages the Architect is required to obtain in order to satisfy the requirements set forth in 
Section 2.5, and for which the Owner shall reimburse the Architect.)

  

§ 11.10 Payments to the Architect
§ 11.10.1 Initial Payments
§ 11.10.1.1 An initial payment of zero  ($ 0.00   ) shall be made upon execution of this Agreement and is the minimum 
payment under this Agreement. It shall be credited to the Owner’s account in the final invoice.

§ 11.10.1.2 If a Sustainability Certification is part of the Sustainable Objective, an initial payment to the Architect of    
($    ) shall be made upon execution of this Agreement for registration fees and other fees payable to the Certifying 
Authority and necessary to achieve the Sustainability Certification. The Architect’s payments to the Certifying 
Authority shall be credited to the Owner’s account at the time the expense is incurred.

§ 11.10.2 Progress Payments
§ 11.10.2.1 Unless otherwise agreed, payments for services shall be made monthly in proportion to services performed. 
Payments are due and payable upon presentation of the Architect’s invoice. Amounts unpaid sixty   ( 60   ) days after 
the invoice date shall bear interest at the rate entered below, or in the absence thereof at the legal rate prevailing from 
time to time at the principal place of business of the Architect.
(Insert rate of monthly or annual interest agreed upon.)

In accordance with the Local Government prompt Payment Act if applicable, or if not applicable, one percent per 
month.  
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§ 11.10.2.2 The Owner shall not withhold amounts from the Architect’s compensation to impose a penalty or liquidated 
damages on the Architect, or to offset sums requested by or paid to contractors for the cost of changes in the Work, 
unless the Architect agrees or has been found liable for the amounts in a binding dispute resolution proceeding.

§ 11.10.2.3 Records of Reimbursable Expenses, expenses pertaining to Supplemental and Additional Services, and 
services performed on the basis of hourly rates shall be available to the Owner at mutually convenient times.

ARTICLE 12   SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Special terms and conditions that modify this Agreement are as follows:
(Include other terms and conditions applicable to this Agreement.)

§ 12.1 the Owner and Architect have reviewed the risks, rewards and benefits of the Project to each and the Architect’s 
total compensation for services. The Owner agrees that, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the Architect’s total 
liability to the Owner for any and all claims, damages, losses and expenses of any kind and nature, whether in tort, 
contract or otherwise, arising out of this Agreement or the services provided by the Architect shall not exceed the total 
amount of fees received by Architect

§ 12.2 Any claims arising out of this Agreement shall be brought against the contracting parties and not against any 
individual director, officer or employee of a party.  

§ 12.3 Any written notices provided for in this Agreement and copies of all correspondence shall be transmitted to the 
Owner and the Architect at the following addresses:

Architect: Owner:
FGM Architects Inc. City of Highland
475 Regency Park, Suite 325 1115 Broadway / P.O. Box 218
O’Fallon, IL  62269 Highland, IL  62249

ARTICLE 13   SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT
§ 13.1 This Agreement represents the entire and integrated agreement between the Owner and the Architect and 
supersedes all prior negotiations, representations or agreements, either written or oral. This Agreement may be 
amended only by written instrument signed by both the Owner and Architect.

§ 13.2 This Agreement is comprised of the following documents identified below:
.1 AIA Document B101™–2017, Standard Form Agreement Between Owner and Architect
.2 AIA Document E203™–2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital Data Exhibit, dated as 

indicated below, if completed:
(Insert the date of the E203-2013 incorporated into this agreement.)

  

.3 Exhibits:
(Check the appropriate box for any exhibits incorporated into this Agreement.)

[    ] AIA Document E204™–2017, Sustainable Projects Exhibit, dated as indicated below:
(Insert the date of the E204-2017 incorporated into this agreement.)

  

[    ] Other Exhibits incorporated into this Agreement:
(Clearly identify any other exhibits incorporated into this Agreement, including any exhibits 
and scopes of services identified as exhibits in Section 4.1.2.)
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.4 Other documents:
(List other documents, if any, forming part of the Agreement.)

Exhibit A – Project Authorization No. 1 to AIA Document B101-2017, Standard Form of Agreement 
between Owner and Architect, Date of this Agreement
Exhibit A.1 – FGM Hourly Rate Schedule for Project Authorization No. 1  

This Agreement entered into as of the day and year first written above.

  
  

OWNER (Signature) ARCHITECT (Signature)

    
Timothy E. Kwiatkowski, AIA  
Principal/Managing Director  

(Printed name and title) (Printed name, title, and license number, if required)

ARCHITECT (Signature)
Joshua N. Mandell, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP BD+C  
Principal 
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RESOLUTION NO.      

A RESOLUTION APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF  

PROJECT AUTHORIZATION NUMBER ONE  

WITH FGM ARCHITECTS, INC.,  

FEASIBILITY AND PLANNING FOR A NEW OUTDOOR AQUATIC CENTER 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a 

non-home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the 

provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois 

Compiled Statutes); and 

WHEREAS, City has determined the existing outdoor pool needs to be replaced with a 

new outdoor pool to better serve the needs of City residents; and 

WHEREAS, City has consulted with FGM Architects, Inc. (hereinafter “FGM”), an 

architectural design and engineering firm, to assess the design, engineering and construction of 

the new City outdoor pool (hereinafter “Project”); and 

WHEREAS, FGM has proposed Project Authorization Number One, Feasibility and 

Planning for a New Outdoor Aquatic Facility, (attached hereto as Exhibit A) for the Project; and 

WHEREAS, FGM has proposed Project Authorization Number One, Feasibility and 

Planning for a New Outdoor Aquatic Facility, for approximately $39,620.00 (Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, City finds that the terms of Project Authorization Number One, Feasibility 

and Planning for a New Outdoor Aquatic Facility (Exhibit A) are fair and reasonable, and City 

finds the FGM Proposal (Exhibit A) should be approved; and  

WHEREAS, City has determined it to be in the best interests of public health, safety, 

general welfare, and economic welfare of City to approve Project Authorization Number One, 

Feasibility and Planning for a New Outdoor Aquatic Facility (Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, City finds that the City Manager and /or Mayor should be authorized and 

directed, on behalf of City, to execute Project Authorization Number One, Feasibility and 

Planning for a New Outdoor Aquatic Facility (Exhibit A).  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of 

Highland as follows: 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City 

Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 
 

Section 2. Project Authorization Number One, Feasibility and Planning for a New 
Outdoor Aquatic Facility (Exhibit A), is approved. 
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Section 3. The City Manager and/or Mayor is authorized and directed, on behalf of 
the City of Highland, to execute and date Project Authorization Number One, Feasibility and 

Planning for a New Outdoor Aquatic Facility (Exhibit A). 

 

 Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.     and 

shall be effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law. 

 
Passed by the City Council of the City of Highland, Illinois, and deposited and filed in  the 

Office of the City Clerk, on the   day of   , 2020, the vote being taken by ayes 

and noes, and entered upon the legislative records, as follows: 

 

 
AYES:  

 

NOES: 

 

 

      APPROVED: 

 

 

 

              

Joseph R. Michaelis, Mayor 

City of Highland 

Madison County, Illinois 

 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

        

Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 

City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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RESOLUTION NO.      

A RESOLUTION APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A 

PROPOSAL FOR CIVIL DESIGN ENGINEERING SERVICES WITH CURRY & 

ASSOCIATES ENGINEERS, INC. FOR THE PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a non-

home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the provisions 

of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois Compiled   

WHEREAS, City has determined the City Police Station needs to be replaced with a new 

Public Safety Building (“Project”); and 

WHEREAS, City has determined that building a new Public Safety Building would 

benefit the health, safety, general welfare, and economic welfare of City residents; and 

WHEREAS, City has consulted with Curry & Associates Engineers, Inc. (hereinafter 

“Curry”), an engineering firm, to assess the civil design engineering needs for the Project; and 

WHEREAS, Curry has prepared a Preliminary Engineering Services Proposal for City 

regarding civil design engineering services for the Project, including:  
 
 
Preliminary Phase 

Preliminary Meeting, Project Review, Proposal Preparation 

Design Phase  

Design Topographic Survey (Site Survey) (By others, cost not included) 

General Site and Civil Information 

Permitting: Obtain permits from the following agencies — IEPA NPDES 
storm water pollution prevention, IDNR consultation for endangered species 
and wetlands, IHPA consultation for historic properties 

$1,000. 

$0. 

$5,000 

$3,000.  

(NOT INCLUDING PERMIT FEES) 

Erosion Prevention and Sediment Control Plan (NOI and SWPPP) $2,000. 

Site Improvement and Layout Plan $3,000. 

Site Grading, Drainage Plan + Calculations for Submittal to City $5,000. 
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(3) Meetings with Owner and Architect (4 hour meetings including drive time) $2,000. 

Site Utility Plan & Coordination with City — Water, Sanitary Sewer, Storm Sewer $3,000.  

 
Total — Design Phase $24,000. 

Construction Phase 

Final Detail Plan Sheets including site erosion prevention and sediment 
control details, site paving details, ADA accessibility details, site utility 
details, and miscellaneous details including fences, gates, signs, etc, 
including minor design revisions that occur during final design prior to 
construction $8,000. 
 
Shop Drawing Review and Documentation                                                               $4,500. 

 (2) Site Meetings during Construction (4 hour meetings including drive time)   $1,500. 

As-Built Drawing Preparation   $3,000.  

Total — Construction Phase   $17,000. 
 
TOTAL CIVIL DESIGN ENGINEERING   $41,000. 

(hereinafter “Curry Proposal,” attached hereto as Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, Curry has agreed to furnish the above engineering services for $41,000.00 

(Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, City finds that the terms of the Curry Proposal (Exhibit A) are fair and 

reasonable, and City finds the Curry Proposal (Exhibit A) should be approved; and  

WHEREAS, City has determined it to be in the best interests of public health, safety, 

general welfare, and economic welfare of City to approve the Curry Proposal (Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, City finds that the City Manager should be authorized and directed, on behalf 

of City, to execute the Curry Proposal (Exhibit A).  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of Highland 

as follows: 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City  

Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 

 
Section 2. The Civil Design Engineering Services Proposal (Exhibit A) for the 

Project is approved. 
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Section 3. The City Manager and/or Mayor is authorized and directed, on behalf of 
the City of Highland, to execute and date the Civil Design Engineering Services Proposal 
(Exhibit A) for the Project. 

 

 Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.     and 

shall be effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law. 

 

Passed by the City Council of the City of Highland, Illinois, and deposited and filed in  

the Office of the City Clerk, on the    day of   , 2020, the vote being  

taken by ayes and noes, and entered upon the legislative records, as follows: 

 

AYES:  

 

NOES: 

 

 

      APPROVED: 

 

 

 

              

Joseph R. Michaelis, Mayor 

City of Highland 

Madison County, Illinois 

 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

        

Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 

City of Highland 

Madison County, Illinois 

 



 

 

January 31, 2020 

(Proposal File) 

Mark Latham, City Manager 

City of Highland 

1115 Broadway 

Highland, IL  62249 

 

 

RE: New Public Safety Facility 

 City of Highland, Madison County, IL 

 Proposal for Civil Engineering Services 

 

 

 

Dear Mr. Latham: 

 

Curry & Associates Engineers, Inc. (C&A) appreciates the opportunity to provide the City of 

Highland (Owner) a proposal for civil engineering services for the new Public Safety Facility, City 

of Highland, Madison County, IL.   

 

Scope of Services: 

 

 

Preliminary Civil Engineering – C&A has provided preliminary engineering services 

including attendance of a preliminary meeting to review the scope of the project and a brief 

site visit as needed to gather information required for submittal of a proposal for this 

project. 

 

 

Design Topographic Site Survey – It is C&A’s understanding that the Owner will 

employ the services of a local surveying company to provide the topographic survey of the 

proposed site. C&A will not accept responsibility for accuracy of survey information 

provided by outside surveying firm. 

 

 

General Site and Civil Information – C&A will prepare AutoCad drawings of the 

proposed construction site using survey information provided to us by the surveyors. It is 

assumed that the surveyors will provide a “.csv” file of all points collected along with a 

basic topographic drawing in AutoCad release 2013 or later, “.dwg” format. C&A will use 

that information to prepare a detailed topographic site drawing which will include all 

existing land features, existing utilities and existing ground contours.   
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Erosion Prevention and Sediment Control Plan – C&A will prepare an Erosion 

Prevention and Sediment Control Plan drawing which will include best management 

practices for temporary and permanent erosion and sediment controls at the site.  

Temporary controls will include erosion and sediment controls during construction such as 

silt fence, inlet protection, stabilized construction entrance, etc.  Permanent controls will 

include design of a storm water detention basin, storm water collection, seeding, riprap, 

etc.  C&A will also prepare the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan for the site along 

with the Notice of Intent and submit to IEPA for the NPDES permit for Construction Storm 

Water Control.  It is assumed that the Owner or Architect will cover the cost of the 

NPDES Storm Water Construction Permit Fee. 

 

 

Site Improvement and Layout Plan – C&A will provide Civil Engineering Design 

services which will include proposed site improvements based on a preliminary layout to 

be provided by the Architect, preparation of engineering specifications for the civil design 

elements, and preparation of cost estimates for the civil design elements.  C&A will 

anticipate preparing preliminary plans for review, and modifying the plans to 

accommodate ongoing design changes.  Once the Preliminary Plans are approved, final 

design plans, complete with construction details will be provided.  

 

 

Site Grading and Drainage Plan – C&A will provide design and layout of site grading 

and drainage improvements based on a preliminary layout to be provided by the Architect, 

preparation of engineering specifications for the grading and drainage elements, and 

preparation of cost estimates for these elements.  C&A will anticipate preparing 

preliminary plans for review, and modifying the plans to accommodate ongoing design 

changes.  Once the Preliminary Plans are approved, final design plans, complete with 

construction details will be provided.  

 

 

Site Utility Plan – It is assumed that the Owner will take the lead on any required utility 

relocations or abandonments with the City and the utility providers.  It is assumed that 

Architect and C&A will receive information from the Owner and incorporate and update 

drawings in accordance with final utility relocations. 

 

C&A will provide design and layout of site utility (potable water & sewer) improvements 

based on a preliminary layout to be provided by the Architect, preparation of engineering 

specifications for the utility elements, and preparation of cost estimates for these elements.  

It is known that potable water and sanitary sewer utilities will be required at the site for the 

new facility.  It is assumed that electrical and gas utilities, and HVAC system utilities will 

be handled by a mechanical engineering firm.  C&A will anticipate preparing preliminary 

plans for review, and modifying the plans to accommodate ongoing design changes.  Once 

the Preliminary Plans are approved, final design plans, complete with construction details 

will be provided.  
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Final Detail Sheets – After the Preliminary Design Plans are approved and all necessary 

design changes have been finalized, C&A will provide final design plans complete with 

construction details, and minor site plan changes.  

 

 

Permitting Process – C&A will prepare drawings, exhibits, consultation letters, etc. as 

required to obtained permits for construction of the site improvements.  Consultation with 

the Illinois Department of Natural Resources for endangered species and wetlands review 

will be provided via the EcoCAT tool online.  Consultation with the Illinois Historic 

Preservation Agency for historic properties review will also be provided. It is anticipated 

that the required permits will be as follows:  Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 

(IEPA) NPDES permit for erosion and sediment control during construction & City of 

Highland permits.    

 

 

Reviews and Meetings – C&A will anticipate attendance of three design review meetings 

and two site meetings during construction. C&A will also provide review and 

documentation of shop drawings pertaining to civil design elements designed by C&A, and 

will also prepare as-built drawings for the civil drawings prepared by C&A. 

 

 

Construction Observation – C&A anticipates that the Owner or Architect will provide all 

necessary construction observation for this project.  C&A will provide any construction 

observation services on a time and material basis if requested by the Owner or Architect. 

 

 

The above referenced services will be provided in accordance with our normal hourly billing rates 

up to the maximum fees listed below.  If any of these services can be performed below the stated 

maximum fees, all costs will be passed back to the Owner.   
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Engineering fees are as follows: 

 

Preliminary Phase 

 

Preliminary Meeting, Project Review, Proposal Preparation    $1,000. 

 

Design Phase  

 

Design Topographic Survey (Site Survey) (By others, cost not included)   $0. 

 

General Site and Civil Information       $5,000 

 

Permitting:  Obtain permits from the following agencies – IEPA NPDES storm  

water pollution prevention, IDNR consultation for endangered species and wetlands, 

IHPA consultation for historic properties      $3,000. 

 

(NOT INCLUDING PERMIT FEES) 

 

Erosion Prevention and Sediment Control Plan (NOI and SWPPP)   $2,000. 

 

Site Improvement and Layout Plan       $3,000. 

 

Site Grading, Drainage Plan + Calculations for Submittal to City    $5,000. 

 

(3) Meetings with Owner and Architect (4 hour meetings including drive time)  $2,000. 

  

Site Utility Plan  & Coordination with City – Water, Sanitary Sewer, Storm Sewer $3,000. 

       Total – Design Phase         $24,000. 

 

Construction Phase 

 

Final Detail Plan Sheets including site erosion prevention and sediment control 

details, site paving details, ADA accessibility details, site utility details, and 

miscellaneous details including fences, gates, signs, etc, including minor design 

revisions that occur during final design prior to construction    $8,000. 

 

Shop Drawing Review and Documentation      $4,500. 

 

Attend (2) Site Meetings during Construction (4 hour meetings including drive time) $1,500. 

 

As-Built Drawing Preparation        $3,000. 

       Total – Construction Phase $17,000. 

 

 

 

 

TOTAL CIVIL DESIGN ENGINEERING            $41,000. 
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We trust that this proposal is responsive to the anticipated project needs for civil design and 

construction engineering.  If after reviewing this proposal you feel that we need to modify this 

proposal, or provide further clarifications, we would be happy to work with Owner to address as 

requested. 

 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Very truly yours, 

CURRY & ASSOCIATES ENGINEERS, INC. 

 

 
 

Michael R. Brandt, P.E. 

Project Engineer 

 

cc: Joe Gillespie, Director of Public Works 

 Matt Loyet, Loyet Architects 

 proposal file 



820 Mulberry   Highland, Illinois   62249 

Phone (618) 654-2131   Fax (618) 654-4671   www.highlandil.gov 

 

 

City of Highland 
Police Department  

Christopher J. Conrad, Chief of Police 

  

To:  Honorable Mayor Michaelis, City Council and City Manager Latham 

 

From:  Chief Conrad, Public Safety Director 

 

Date: February 27, 2020 

 

Re:  Recommendation for Civil Engineer for the Public Safety Building Project 

 

 
 

Attached is a proposal sheet from Curry and Associates Engineers that provides an ala carte menu of 

services pertaining to the design and construction of the proposed public safety building project. It is 

my recommendation that the City of Highland engage the services of Curry and Associates as 

subcontractors of the City to assist us in the design and construction of the proposed public safety 

building.  

 

Discussion: 

 

When the proposed public safety building project restarted in earnest in 2017 and the City engaged 

the services of Loyet Architects for the project, the City brought to Loyet an engineer firm that had 

previously provided work for both the City and St. Joseph’s Hospital on the property in question. 

After the first design and bid attempt on the Public Safety Building we felt the civil engineering 

costs was an unusually large percentage of the overall project.  

 

As the budget for this project was adjusted based upon first-year receipts, we searched for every cost 

savings measure possible in the redesign. We asked Loyet Architects to conduct reviews and 

interviews with alternative engineering firms to make sure we were responsibly spending our tax 

dollars on this project. We utilized our Public Works Director and in-house engineer to sit in on 

those reviews and interviews and help evaluate the proposals and provide input on this 

recommendation.  

 

In our collective opinion, with the changes being made in the building design, Curry and Associates 

offer the City the best value in the civil engineering redesign of this project. We further recommend 

that rather than the engineering firm be hired as a sub-contractor to the architect, they be hired as a 

direct sub-contractor of the City so that our Public Works Director and in-house engineer may better 

supervise and critique the proposals and suggestions made by the engineers.  

 

Recommendation: 

 

Based upon their past work history with the City of Highland and their proposal for the Public Safety 

Project, we recommend engaging Curry and Associates as the civil engineers for the PSB redesign at 

a cost not to exceed the proposed amount. 
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RESOLUTION NO.      

A RESOLUTION WAIVING COMPETITIVE BIDDING REQUIREMENT AND  

APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF AN AGREEMENT  

WITH FIDELITY CABLEVISION, LLC  

FOR MINERVA LICENSES AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT  

AS A SOLE SOURCE PURCHASE 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a 

non-home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the 

provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois 

Compiled Statutes); and 

WHEREAS, the City Director of Technology and Innovation has informed City Council 

that City has been very satisfied with the Minerva Licenses and past technical support from 

Fidelity Cablevision, LLC (“Fidelity”) for City of Highland, an Illinois Municipal Corporation 

d/b/a Highland Communication Services (“HCS”); and 

WHEREAS, the City Director of Technology and Innovation has informed City Council 

that City should waive competitive bidding requirements and approve a contract between 

Fidelity and HCS for Minerva Licenses and technical support for the following reasons: 

1. Fidelity provides consulting services as part of their support contract.  As with 

consulting for finances and legal support, HCS has established a relationship with 

Fidelity consultants who are experts in this field; 

 

2. Fidelity has moved their TV product from linear TV distribution to the same over-

the-top solution (MobiTV) as HCS.  Fidelity’s technical expertise in this arena adds 

unquantifiable value given they are well aware of our current platform and our future 

platform.  In addition Fidelity is both an expert in the field and not a competitor, 

which is a partner HCS cannot do without at this critical juncture for future 

programming; 
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3. Fidelity is a distributor for Minerva licenses and support.  These licenses are required 

for HCS to provide television services.  While there other options to purchase 

Minerva licenses, the price per license is non-negotiable; 

 

4. Located approximately two (2) hours from City, Fidelity is geographically closer than 

any potential providers.  Fidelity’s location provides City and HCS the opportunity to 

have face-to-face meetings and receive hands-on-training; 

and   

WHEREAS, Fidelity has provided a proposed contract for Minerva Licenses and 

technical support for HCS consisting of: 

1. Fidelity Cablevision, LLC Maintenance and Support Addendum; 

 

2. Attachment “A” Fidelity Cablevision, LLC Service Form 

(hereinafter “Agreement” and attached hereto as Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, the Agreement states Fidelity will provide Minerva Licenses and technical 

support to HCS for $37,973.48 (See Exhibit A); and 

WHEREAS, City Council finds that the Agreement between HCS and Fidelity for 

$37,973.48 (See Exhibit A), should be approved; and 

WHEREAS, City Council deems it to be in the best interests of City to waive the 

competitive-bidding requirement that would otherwise apply and to enter the Agreement 

between HCS and Fidelity for $37,973.48 (See Exhibit A), as a sole source purchase; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council also finds that the City Manager and/or Mayor should be 

authorized and directed, on behalf of the City of Highland, to execute whatever documents are 

necessary to waive the competitive-bidding requirement that would otherwise apply and to enter 

the Agreement between HCS and Fidelity for $37,973.48 (See Exhibit A), as a sole source 

purchase. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of 

Highland as follows: 
 

 Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City  

   Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 

 

Section 2. The Agreement between HCS and Fidelity (See Exhibit A), as a sole  

  source purchase, and without the competitive bidding requirement  

  otherwise required, is approved. 

 

Section 3. The City Manager and/or Mayor is authorized and directed, on behalf of  

  the City of Highland, to execute and date the Agreement (Exhibit A)  
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  between HCS and Fidelity. 

 

 Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.     and  

   shall be effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law. 

 

Passed by the City Council of the City of Highland, Illinois, and deposited and filed in the 

Office of the City Clerk, on the   day of   , 2020, the vote being taken by ayes 

and noes, and entered upon the legislative records, as follows: 

 
AYES:  

 

NOES: 

 

 

APPROVED: 

 

 

 

              

Joseph R. Michaelis, Mayor 

City of Highland 

Madison County, Illinois 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

        

Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 

City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 
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Fidelity Cablevision, LLC 
Maintenance and Support Addendum 

This Maintenance and Support Addendum (this “Addendum”), effective as of the 1st day of January, 2020 (the “Effective 
Date”), is made and entered into by and between Fidelity Cablevision, LLC (“Fidelity”), a Missouri corporation, and 
Highland Communications (“Customer”), a __________________. 

Recitals 

WHEREAS, Fidelity and Customer are parties to that certain Master Customer Agreement effective ___________, 20___ 
(the “Agreement”); 

WHEREAS, in connection with one or more Products purchased, leased and/or licensed by Customer under the Agreement, 
Customer desires to purchase maintenance and support services offered by Fidelity; and 

WHEREAS Fidelity is willing to offer such maintenance and support services pursuant to the provisions of the Agreement 
and this Addendum. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt 
and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as follows: 

Agreement 

1. Scope of Support.  Fidelity shall provide maintenance and support services (“Support”) to Customer for Equipment, 
Software and/or other Products for which Customer has placed an order for maintenance and support with Fidelity, and 
paid the applicable Support fees (“Covered Products”).  All Support is provided under and in accordance with the provisions 
of the Agreement, this Addendum and the applicable Order.  All capitalized terms used but not defined herein shall have 
the meanings ascribed to such terms in the Agreement. 

2.  Support Term.  Fidelity shall provide Support for the term indicated in the applicable Order.  If no term is indicated, then 
Support is provided on an annual basis, and shall automatically renew year-to-year unless either party notifies the other 
party of non-renewal at least sixty (60) days prior to expiration of the then-current Support term, or otherwise terminated 
in accordance with the provisions of the Agreement.  In certain cases, Fidelity may wrap Support for Covered Products on a 
common schedule, so that Support for all Covered Products runs and renews concurrently, in which case fees shall be 
prorated for any partial Support term fulfilled prior to adoption of such common schedule. 

3.  Support Fees.  Support shall be billed at the pricing and in accordance with the payment terms set forth in the applicable 
Order.  If no payment terms are specified, the following payment terms shall apply: (a) payment for first year’s Support due 
in full with placement of Order; (b) payment for each subsequent year’s Support due annually in advance of renewal; and 
(c) payment of all other amounts due as incurred.  Fidelity reserves the right to amend its pricing for Support on an annual 
basis, and as otherwise necessary to reflect changes in OEM pricing.  The fees and charges are exclusive of any travel, 
lodging, meal and other expenses incurred by Fidelity for on-site services.  Customer agrees to reimburse Fidelity for any 
such expenses as reasonably incurred.   

4.  Contacting Technical Support.  Customer may contact Fidelity by phone, email or trouble ticketing system for technical 
support, from Monday through Sunday 24 hours a day.  Customer shall appoint up to three (3) employees competent in use 
and operation of the Covered Products to place all technical support queries.                              

Fidelity Helpdesk Phone:  1-877-508-3363 

    Fidelity Ticketing System:  http://support.fidelitysolutionsinc.com 

5.  Classification of Issues.  When submitting a support request, Customer should assign an initial severity based on the 
severity level classifications listed below and provide a detailed description of the issue or support request.  The initial 
assignment of severity level may be raised or lowered by Fidelity, in its reasonable discretion, based on the information 
provided by Customer and/or subsequent diagnosis or remediation efforts, including the availability of a work-around 
pending final resolution. 
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Level Description 

 

1 

 

A problem which renders the Covered Product or a major component thereof 
inoperative, and causes a significant and ongoing interruption to the customer’s 
business activities. 

 

2 

 

A problem which materially degrades or disrupts the operation or use of the 
Covered Product or a major component thereof, but does not cause a significant 
and ongoing interruption to the customer’s business activities. 

 

3 

 

A problem which causes the Covered Product not to function in accordance with 
the published specifications, but which causes only a minor impact on the 
customer’s use of the Covered Product, or for which an acceptable work-around 
is readily available. 

 

4 

 

General questions, suggestions, and feedback pertaining to use and operation of 
the Covered Product, or requests for installation, training or other professional 
services outside the scope of support. 

 

6.  Initial Response; Status Updates; Target Work-Around and Resolution.  Fidelity shall provide an initial response and 
ongoing status updates for support issues, and shall use commercially reasonable efforts to resolve support issues, within 
the target timeframes listed below.   

Level Initial Response Status Updates Target Work-Around Target Resolution 

 

1 

 

1 hour 
Every 4 hours or as 
agreed with Customer. 

10 hours or as available 
by OEM. 

2 days or as available by 
OEM. 

 

2 

 

4 hours 
Daily or as agreed with 
Customer. 

2 days or as available by 
OEM. 

10 days or as available by 
OEM. 

 

3 

 

1 day 
As necessary or upon 
request. 

As available by OEM. 
Next update or as 
available by OEM. 

 

4 

 

2 days 
As necessary or upon 
request. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 1:  All support issue resolution is subject to Customer providing all information and assistance reasonably 
requested. 

Note 2: Workaround and resolution timeframes listed in the chart above are target timeframes only, and will vary 
based on the type of support issue, level of Customer and OEM involvement required, development and 
testing required, and other factors. 

 

7.  Tier 1 Support.  Customer provided support to their own local customers (end users). This would include the Customer 
to receive and acknowledge the first contact from their end user of a potential support issue.  

8.  Tier 2 Support.  Customer provided support of their own local operations (video headend). This would include the 
Customer to take the initial troubleshooting steps to identify or resolve the support issue locally within their own network / 
video operations. 

9.  Tier 3 Support.  Fidelity provided support to Customer. Where a support issue cannot be resolved by Customer at the 
Tier 1 or Tier 2 levels, Customer will submit a support request to Fidelity. Customer should assign an initial severity, and 
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provide a detailed description of the issue or support request.  Fidelity will provide the Customer with a technically 
knowledgeable resource to help resolve the support issue, and respond to Customer within the targeted timeframes. 
Fidelity will work to resolve the support issue with Customer, and provide ongoing status updates using commercially 
reasonable efforts.   

10. Tier 4 Support. Fidelity provided support to Customer. Where a support issue cannot be resolved at the Tier 1, Tier 2 or 
Tier 3 support levels, Fidelity shall escalate such support issue to the applicable OEM for Tier 4 Support.  All Tier 4 Support is 
provided on the then-current terms offered by the OEM (including pursuant to any back-to-back arrangement with Fidelity). 

11.  Escalation.  Fidelity will escalate support issues through its technical support channels as necessary to resolve support 
issues.  In the event any support issues are not resolved to customer’s reasonable satisfaction, upon the customer’s 
reasonable request, Fidelity will arrange and participate in a senior executive-level phone conference between the 
companies. 

REMOTE ACCESS.  All support services are provided remotely.  Certain support issues may require remote access to 
customer’s systems to facilitate troubleshooting and problem resolution.  Wherever possible, Fidelity will work with the 
customer to limit this access to view-only screen sharing.  Fidelity shall comply with all remote access security requirements 
of customer that are communicated to it.  Customer may refuse or limit remote access where customer believes that such 
access poses a security risk, in which case, the parties shall cooperate in good faith to enable support by alternative means.  
Fidelity shall not be liable for any delays in providing support resulting from the customer’s delay or refusal to provide 
remote access. 

NOTIFICATION OF UPDATES.  Fidelity will notify customers under a current support plan via email when updates are 
released for the Software.  Updates are available under the applicable license terms of Fidelity and its suppliers.  Installation 
of updates is the customer’s responsibility.  As part of support, Fidelity offers troubleshooting for any issues encountered 
with installation.  

EXCLUSIONS.  Support does not include, and Fidelity shall have no responsibility for: (a) problems caused by misuse, neglect 
or abuse of the Software; (b) problems external to the Software, including but not limited to customer’s network, firewall, 
systems, hardware, third party software, or data; (c) modifications to the Software not made by Fidelity; (d) set-up or 
configuration of network security, authentication, or encryption; or (e) back-up, replication, or recovery of files or data. 

Any maintenance and support provided by an OEM (even if purchased through Fidelity) is subject to the applicable 
maintenance and support terms of the OEM.   

Maintenance and Support covers the newest major release of the Covered Product, plus the prior major release for up to 
six (6) months after general availability of the new release, as installed on a system meeting the applicable system 
requirements for the Software. 

 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES.  Fidelity offers installation, training, customization, configuration, and other professional services 
for the Software upon request, and subject to availability.  The scope for larger work requests will be detailed in a proposal, 
statement of work, or similar document for the customer’s review.  Smaller work requests may be performed by Fidelity 
based on email or other written authorization from the customer.  Unless otherwise specified, additional services are 
performed on a time and materials basis at Fidelity’ then-current hourly rates, billed on a monthly basis, and due net 30 
days after the date of invoice. 

 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To:    Mark Latham, City Manager 

From:  Angela Imming, Director, Technology and Innovation 

Date:    February 2020 

Subject:  Fidelity Solutions– license and maintenance contract renewal 

 

Recommendation: 
I recommend HCS waive customary bidding and renew the contract with Fidelity Solutions for right to 
purchase Minerva licenses and support for our video encryption services and IPTV services. 

 
Discussion: 

Waiving normal and customary bidding is justified in the case of Fidelity support for three reasons. First, 

Fidelity provides consulting services as part of the support contract.  As with consulting for finances, 

public works and legal support, Highland Communications establishes relationships with consultants 

who are expert in this field.  In particular, Fidelity has migrated their TV product from linear TV 

distribution and moved toward the same over the top solution (MobiTV) that HCS is.  Their technical 

expertise in this arena will be value given they are well aware of our current platform and our future 

platform.   It’s difficult to find a company who is both expert in the field and is also not a competitor.  

Fidelity is that.   

Second, Fidelity is a distributor for Minerva licenses and support.  These licenses are required for HCS to 

provide television services.  While there other options to purchase Minerva licenses, the price per 

license is non-negotiable making this a moot point.    

Finally, Fidelity is closer, geographically, being located about two hours from Highland.  Unlike other 

providers of their type, we can and have met have a face to face meeting or get hands on training.     

 

Financial Impact: 

There is no additional cost to HCS.  The 2020 rates remain the same as 2019. 
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RESOLUTION NO.      

A RESOLUTION WAIVING COMPETITIVE BIDDING REQUIREMENT 

AND APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A CONTRACT  

WITH J.F. ELECTRIC, INCORPORATED FOR FIBER SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION 

AS A SOLE SOURCE PURCHASE 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Highland, Madison County, Illinois (hereinafter “City”), is a 

non-home rule municipality duly established, existing and operating in accordance with the 

provisions of the Illinois Municipal Code (Section 5/1-1-1 et seq. of Chapter 65 of the Illinois 

Compiled Statutes); and 

WHEREAS, City has determined it to be in the best interests of public health, safety, 

general welfare, and economic welfare to build and expand the scope and reach of the City Fiber 

to the Premises (“FTTP”) fiber network; and 

WHEREAS, City desires to hire J.F. Electric, Incorporated (“JF”) to perform the 

construction associated with Fiber Cabinet LCP1 and the surrounding area; and 

WHEREAS, City has determined JF will perform the construction associated with Fiber 

Cabinet LCP1 and the surrounding area, including fiber build-out to the Lakeview Subdivision 

and two (2) lots West of Daiber Road, for a total of forty-eight (48) lots; and 

WHEREAS, the City Director of Light and Power has informed City Council that JF has 

intimate knowledge of FTTP construction techniques and FTTP system architecture; and 

WHEREAS, the City Director of Light and Power has informed City Council that JF has 

been hired by City to maintain the FTTP system, including any work related to squirrel chews 

and splicing; and 

WHEREAS, the City Director of Light and Power has informed City Council that JF has 

performed design work for City on the FTTP system, including splice document creation and 

optimization of existing drawings prior to City Power and Light performing construction work; 

and 
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WHEREAS, the City Director of Light and Power has informed City Council that City 

has been very satisfied with the work performed by JF on the FTTP system in the past, including 

recent construction of the FTTP LCP04 Cabinet and build out to Prairie Trails that was 

completed on time and under budget; and 

WHEREAS, the City Director of Light and Power has informed City Council that City 

received budgetary quotes from four (4) other companies for construction associated with Fiber 

Cabinet LCP1 and the surrounding area, and all quotes were higher than the quote from JF; and 

WHEREAS, City has determined JF shall complete construction associated with Fiber 

Cabinet LCP1 and the surrounding for a cost not to exceed $208,800.00; and  

WHEREAS, City and JF have agreed to a contract for construction associated with Fiber 

Cabinet LCP1 and the surrounding area for a cost not to exceed $208,800.00 (See Exhibit A); 

and 

WHEREAS, City Council finds that the contract between City and JF for construction 

associated with Fiber Cabinet LCP1 and the surrounding area for a cost not to exceed 

$208,800.00 (See Exhibit A), should be approved; and 

WHEREAS, City Council deems it to be in the best interests of City to waive the 

competitive-bidding requirement that would otherwise apply and to enter the contract between 

City and JF for construction associated with Fiber Cabinet LCP1 and the surrounding area for a 

cost not to exceed $208,800.00 (See Exhibit A), as a sole source purchase; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council also finds that the City Manager and/or Mayor should be 

authorized and directed, on behalf of the City of Highland, to execute whatever documents are 

necessary to waive the competitive-bidding requirement that would otherwise apply and to enter 

the contract between City and JF for construction associated with Fiber Cabinet LCP1 and the 

surrounding area for a cost not to exceed $208,800.00 (See Exhibit A), as a sole source 

purchase. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the City Council of the City of 

Highland as follows: 
 

Section 1. The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings of the City  

Council of the City of Highland, Illinois. 
 

Section 2. The contract between City and JF for construction associated with Fiber  

Cabinet LCP1 and the surrounding area for a cost not to exceed  

$208,800.00 (See Exhibit A), as a sole source purchase and without the  

competitive bidding requirement otherwise required, is approved. 

 

Section 3. The City Manager and/or Mayor is authorized and directed, on behalf of  
  the City of Highland, to execute and date the Contract (Exhibit A)  

  between City and JF for construction associated with Fiber Cabinet LCP1  
  and the surrounding area. 
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 Section 4. This Resolution shall be known as Resolution No.     and  

   shall be effective upon its passage and approval in accordance with law. 

 
Passed by the City Council of the City of Highland, Illinois, and deposited and filed in  the 

Office of the City Clerk, on the   day of   , 2020, the vote being taken by ayes 

and noes, and entered upon the legislative records, as follows: 

 
AYES:  

 

NOES: 

 

 

APPROVED: 

 

 

 

              

Joseph R. Michaelis, Mayor 

City of Highland 

Madison County, Illinois 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

        

Barbara Bellm, City Clerk 

City of Highland 
Madison County, Illinois 































                                     
 

 

 2610 Plaza Drive – P.O. Box 218  Highland, IL 62249-0218 

 Phone (618) 654-7115 highlandzoning@highlandil.gov 

City of Highland 
Building and Zoning 

 

February 24, 2020 

 

To: Mark Latham, City Manager 

From: Breann Speraneo, Director of Community Development 

RE: Demolition Bid Award – BZ-01-20 

       1213 13th Street 

 

It is my recommendation to seek City Council’s approval to award a contract for the demolition of 

structures at 1213 13th Street to Gelly Excavating & Construction, Inc. in the amount of $9,500.00. 

Five bids were received and opened on February 24, 2020. We sent out eight bid packages and received 

five submittals. 

mailto:highlandzoning@highlandil.gov
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